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Why transportation gets better all the time 

OVER SIX HUNDRED MILES AN HOUR in the air, four hun- Colorful plastics, too, lend their lightness, give their 
dred on land, one hundred on water—these are the speeds _ strength, safety and serviceability. 
that are telescoping time and space today. And gasoline now gives more power—has more get-up- 

The world shrinks and shrinks . .. Distances that were — and-go—takes you farther at less cost . . . thanks to new 

once days, weeks. months away are now a matter of hours. vitalizing chemicals. 

What things behind the scenes have brought these whirl- Producing these better materials and many others—for 
wind developments in transportation? the use of science and industry and the benefit of mankind 

There’s chromium, for one. Basis of stainless steel, it  —is the work of the people of UNIon CarBIDE. 
toughens planes, cars, trains . . . insures added safety . . . FREE: You are invited to send for the illustrated booklet, “Products » whi f : oo vet makes them liehter throughout. and Processes,” which describes the ways in which industry uses 
y e 2 UCC’s Alloys, Carbons, Chemicals, Gases and Plastics. 

There are special carbon brushes necessary to the opera- 
tion of some thirty motors and generators used in the con- | C 
trol apparatus of modern transport planes. These brushes N I O N A R B I D E 
must be built to stand up under the pressures of high alti- AND CARBON CORPORATION 
tude flying. 30 EAST 42ND STREET NEW YORK 17, N. ¥. 

—_.,_——— Products of Divisions and Units include ——_________ 

Linde OxYGEN + PRest-O-LITE ACETYLENE * PYROFAX GAS + BAKELITE, KRENE, VINYON, AND VINYLITE PLASTICS 

NATIONAL CARBONS * EVEREADY FLASHLIGHTS AND BATTERIES + ACHESON ELECTRODES 

PRESTONE AND TREK ANTI-FREEZES * ELECTROMET ALLOYS AND METALS + HAYNES STELLITE ALLOYS * SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS
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HOW TO GET POSITIVE SHAFT ALIGNMENT=—AND 

ELIMINATE COUNTERBORING OF BEARING HOUSINGS 

Phsitive and permanent shaft 
alignment is a vital factor in many 

eae \~! machines. Whether you get it or not 
yy DR. WN; : . rea 7 = om depends on the bearings on which 

Oe ed ee Pe nun i = the shafts are mounted. 
{Bet = a 2 ee | oa 

me a he il You can be sure of getting it by 
7s =! SQ) eT using Timken Tapered Roller Bearings 

an Y SS. a as shown in the drawings, because of 
SS their tapered design; line contact of 

rolls and races; and precision adjust- 

MILLING MACHINE SPINDLE mounted on double ability fo compensaie for wear. 
flanged bearings front and rear. Rear bearings are carried Furthermore by the use of Timken 
in floating sleeve. Bearings are adjusted by means of Fl dT ' Beari terb 
double lock nuts and tongued washer. ange ype bearings, counterbor- 

ing of bearing housings is unneces- 
Z = sary, because no internal backing for 

Z YY), N We the bearings is required. The hous- 

Pt | ee \\ a= ings are bored straight through and 
Ie [esr ee lanes a sense | | fm the ends faced to receive the flanged 

ee 7 a) ey bearing cups. Since it is much easier i OSS YUMA KX WN 1 
ey) a \ = to face this external surface accu- 

Ca \ is rately than to keep the faces of 

counterbored shoulders absolutely 
square with the center line of the 

MILLING MACHINE SPINDLE using single flanged housing, there is no danger of the 
bearings front and rear, the flanged bearings being used beari bei ked and the shaft 
to permit through boring of the housing, “tof i nat 4 an - a 

out of line. Manufacturing costs are 

cut, too. 

The more you know about Timken 
IMKE Bearings when you graduate, the 

TRADEMARK REG. U. 8. PAT. OFF. better prepared you will be for your 
TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS . engineering career. 

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, CANTON 6, OHIO 
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“Our Safety Is Our Speed” 
x — Ralph Waldo Emerson 

| World War II proved the truth of Emer- Standard contribute to the vast develop- 
son’s words; post-var America will not ment of jet propulsion, which has already 
forget them. Millions of dollarsandman- _ resulted in speeds greater than those of 
hours spent in research are providing the __ the fastest wartime planes. 
groundwork to keep us first in the air. In all of Standard’s activities, strong 

The picture above wastakeninaStand- emphasis is placed on pioneering, on re- 
ard Oil laboratory devoted entirely to search conducted by able graduates of 
experiments with combustion in jet en- | America’s leading schools of science and 
gines. New fuels are tested, their per- engineering. Throughout our company | 
formances analyzed. These experiments there are unlimited opportunities for the | 
will provide information that will help finest theoretical and practical skills. | 

Standard Oil Company |BAY 
910 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 80, ILL. SERVICE 
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In the electrical manufacturing ‘ ae ~~ fi Z| a A 

industry, it takes an engineer to A a 6 ft pe ] i er . | 
‘ ae Bees i ad id a 

sell. He must be prepared not i : i Ve ] Loa . 

only to explain the features, con- . oF Gee . oy ia th a. Bae fo, : 

struction and design of his prod- : a oe of ‘(a 2 oA gee 

uct, but must be able to apply Av . i A eC : : ane 

it as well. He should foresee PAM 4 Vite - wit ee 2 eo. 

operating problems of his cus- i sD ae ; ee 7 

how the apparatus works under ae 4 a f a la a > 

every condition. (a  —EEE ee 

For example, at Westinghouse: 

APPARATUS SALESMEN.... areresponsible for the sales of radio apparatus and are experts in its application. 

all Westinghouse products toa group ofregular customers. INDUSTRY SALESMEN . . . keep abreast of changing 

PRODUCT SPECIALISTS . . . are experts on specific developments in specific industries, such as textile, 

types of equipment; they know and can demonstrate steel, petroleum ae and formulate plans to maintain 

how the motor, switchgear or other apparatus works. the advance position of Westinghouse in these fields. 

Your sales opportunities with Westinghouse are as 

DIVISION SALES ENGINEERS .. . are specialists cover- broad as industry itself. Wherever power is applied, 

ing broad lines of products such as steam equipment, there’s need for Westinghouse equipment, G-10004 

_ 
>” A pen eee eee 

This is but one of the many oppor- Ce my ; To obtain copy of “Finding Your Place in Industry”, consult Place- 

aaa ee oe the electrical Pp oS l ment Officer of your university, or mail this coupon to: 

There are many others—in engineer- 7 pet . : 

ing, research and manufacturing at The District Educational Coordinator 

Westinghouse. Begin plans for your Wy estnahouse Electric Corporation 

future by sending today for your free a N. Wacker Drive, P.O. Box B, Zone 90 

gopy of. “Finding Your Place in ‘ hicago 6, IUinois 

Industry”. IN i a i 

I College__- ____ op Courses ee 

e | , 
t I AMEE ; 

es In ouse Lo City State 

PLANTS IN 25 CITIES... OFFICES EVERY WHERE !
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a THIS IS BENDIX ) | yo: a1 J 

$9 ENDIX i ial t i i (ine! yi _ Vimy el is essentially a great creative engineer- | bead : 

c (4 2F . . . | 
| oA er fy ive and manufacturing organization—unlike i 

a ZB i any other existing in America. § Despite | 
ISSA a | se 

a A Vz the fact of its modern manufacturing plants | fe > 

__ S, bi ps @, and its demonstrated productive capacities, i ec 2 ae 

| the essence of Bendix greatness lies in its ten research lab- 4 a. Ss si eg 

a oratories and in the integrated knowledge its many engi- Be 7 Vt oe 

: neers have jointly acquired in the fields of electronics, L 4 we: | / 

— magnetics, optics, ceramics, electro-mechanics, hydraulics, | Q Eee” 

sa pneumatics, injection-carburetion, aerological physics and 

|. metallurgy. { Bendix is constantly exploring the widest | 

bo possible application of all these sciences to all manner of indus- J u“ 

| trial, commercial, domestic and human problems. § By virtue vee 70 A 
re 
| 5 s 
_ : of this, wherever machinery replaces human effort, there you ER GAT til CHT AND 
4 will find Bendix instruments and controls lightening the load BET: , 

| on human minds and removing the strain from human backs 

o d hands. | The searchlight of Bendi i ineeri 4 ORROW". | an i q e searchlight o' endix creative eee 

7 is always pointed toa bright and better tomorrow. { When you , 7 ] 

a see the name Bendix Aviation Corporation, on any product, you i 

4 can buy it with the definite knowledge that it is first in crea- | a 

| tive engineering design and the last word in quality. ™ 

| Be. J ra # 

O* the walls of the great Bendix laboratories ...in everywhere apparent. Radio, meteorology, all forms of 

the offices of the huge Bendix engineering staff... | transportation aloft, afloat and ashore are better be- 

over the desks of executives in Bendix plants the cause of Bendix, and new products of basic importance 

country over, there hangs an exact copy of the credo _ to industry and individuals are constantly added. “To a 

pictured above. It hangs there because it is a working bright and better tomorrow.” Every Bendix Resource 

credo—an authentic statement of Bendix aims, aspira- _ is dedicated to this purpose. . . . Look to Bendix for your 

tions and accomplishments. The results of this whole- future. In research, engineering and manufacturing, it’s 

hearted preoccupation with a finer future for you are one of America’s most versatile industrial organizations. 

= 

BENDIX* PRODUCTS: automotive brakes, carburetors, landing gear ® BENDIX RADIO*: radio, radar, television e DY», 
ECLIPSE* MACHINE: starter drives, bicycle brakes @ MARSHALL ECLIPSE*: brake lining © ZENITH*: carburetors 7 PUT) Spe 
STROMBERG* aircraft carburetors, fuel injection © FRIEZ*: weather instruments and controls ® PIONEER* flight wiry 
instruments ® ECLIPSE* aviation accessories ® SCINTILLA*: aircraft ignition, diesel fuel injection  PACIFIC*: hydraulic oO iF p 
systems © RED BANK: dynamotors, inverters ® BENDIX INTERNATIONAL: 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y., 
Cable “Bendixcorp" New York. © te BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION, DETROIT 2, MICH, *TRADEMARKS AVIATION CORPORATION 
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Classroom Lighti 
by Charles N. Clarke e’48 

Photograph by J. Kroot &48 

Eprror’s Nore: The design of lighting for the lower campus reading room and 
the data submitted for this article are by the University Standards Laboratory. 

Tt problem of adequate lighting for classrooms, great contrast, since the light is perfectly diffused, coming 

libraries, laboratories and offices in the University from all directions. 

is one of concern not only to the people who plan the It follows that the best type of artificial lighting is the 

lighting, but also to the students and faculty who make indirect system wherein no light comes directly from the 

use of it. In the early days of artificial lighting, a sufficient source to the area to be illuminated, and all light is re- 

condition for “good lighting” was that there be light, flected from the ceiling or walls with resultant diffusion 

no matter how much or how distributed so long as one and absence of glare. However, where the ceiling is high 

could see by it. or dark, the indirect system is in general less economical 
Today, illumination engineers, with the support of doc- than the so-called semi-direct system, since much of the 

tors, psychologists, and educators tell us what has long by absorption to the ceiling and walls. 

been known, but little accepted by people in general— The semi-direct system is the one in most use on the 

that adequate illumination depends not only upon the campus. A typical semi-indirect luminescence consists of 

amount of light supplied to the working area, but also light bulb enclosed in a globe, the bottom half of which 
upon presence or absence of glare, the type of work, the is opal glass, while the top surface is transparent. The 

time factor, and the amount of contrast between the work opal bottom diffuses the light passing through it, reduces 

area and the surrounding area. Glare may be caused by the apparent brightness, and reflects some of the light 

the presence of an excessively bright unshielded light source through the clear top. The light reflected through the 

in the field of vision, by reflections of a concentrated source top, together with some direct rays from the source, serves 

from the work or a nearby object, or by improper placing to illuminate the ceiling to reduce ceiling contrast and 

of the light with respect to the work. For close fine work, provide even more diffused light below. 

such as sewing or mechanical drawing, a high level of A brief outline of the fundamental units used in the 

illumination is necessary. For reading, perhaps not quite measurement of light may be in order here. All units are 

so much is needed, 40-60 foot-candles being a commonly _ based on the “new candle,” recently adopted by the Inter- 

recommended range, while for jobs such as running ma- national Committee of Weights and Measures as the pri- 

chinery, loading trucks, etc., a much lower level of illumi- mary standard of luminous intensity, to take effect Janu- 

nation is necessary. Since the eye must adjust itself to ary, 1948. The new candle is of such magnitude that the 

changes in the amount of light entering it, and these brightness of a full radiator (black body) at the tempera- 

changes occur when one shifts his sight from his work to ture of solidification of platinum is 60 candles per square 
its surroundings, continual adjustment takes place and 

may cause fatigue if the amount of adjustment for in- “ seveslieaishiectiiiei ne 

tensity is great each time the eyes are shifted from the ee NA : : 
work. A ratio of ten to one of the brightness of the work = > ON I AM eee 4 & a 

area to the darkest part of the surrounding area is gen- — NOS al _— ee é es ’ 
erally accepted as the maximum contrast beyond which —o Nee we gia. [2 

ocular fatigue becomes noticeable. Bite ches cae . S a 
Obviously the greater the illumination, the quicker may fg , ——— ye ‘ st 

objects be discerned and details observed. The time factor ——— > , y se ee > \ 
is important in accident prevention and production effi- et | , a eer ae . . 

ciency, particularly as it concerns seeing objects in motion. &. ti Sy Z a : eee en. ne “wii 

However, a person reading, for instance, can control the > i My 4 : . omy _ TS me _ e 

time it takes, so that time is not a critical factor. » ag s , 

The best type of lighting is, of course, natural lighting Prodedt ra 

such as is found out of doors in the shade on a clear day oo 
2 ‘ ‘ , z é Louvered fluorescent luminaires in 

where the illumination is high and there is no glare or the lower campus reading room. 
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centimeter. A “new lumen” is the luminous flux radiated stalled in the lower campus reading room, comprising 

within one unit solid angle by a uniform source having a three continuous rows of 27 fluorescent luminaries with 

luminous intensity of one new candle. The unit of illumi- six 40 W. white tubes in two reflectors per fixture, hung 

nation is one new lumen per square foot, or one “new foot- on messenger cables at a distance of 9 feet from the floor. 

candle.” The units of brightness are one new candle per On the basis of manufacturer’s design data, the system 
square inch, or one new foot-lambert (ft.-L.), which is was designed to produce between 30 and 40 ft.-c. at table- 

the brightness of a perfectly diffusing surface of 100% top level. The specifications for the installation also called 

reflection factor when its illumination is one new foot- for louvers, or “egg-crates,” which are honeycombed 

candle. The reflection factor of a surface is the ratio of metallic shields fitting on and beneath the reflectors, serv- 

the total light reflected from it to the light incident upon ing to diffuse the light and cut down brightness by shield- 

it, and is usually a constant for a given surface. These ing the tubes from direct vision. Immediately after the 

new units differ by only a fraction of a per cent from the building was opened, and before the installation of louvers, 

old ones. a survey was made of the illumination using a Weston 

A point source of one candle emits 4 lumens. The photronic cell foot-candle meter, consisting essentially of 

amount of flux crossing an area of one square foot at a a light-sensitive cell in series with a low resistance galva- 

uniform distance of one foot from a point source of one nometer. The current delivered by hie cell i Futicuoh 

candle is one lumen, and the illumination on that area is of the: bmbuat sa light falling OR 1 atid thie the meter 
scale can be calibrated in any units of illumination; in this 

one lumen per square foot, or one foot-candle (ft.-c.). If 
é . case, foot-candles. 

the square foot of area were at a uniform distance of 2 

feet from the one candle point source, the illumination With the photronic cell in the horizontal plane of the 

on it would be 4 or % ft.-c., since light obeys the inverse table-tops; readings were taken at some 25 strategic spots 

square law. throughout the building of the illumination in foot- 

candles. The average of these readings was 48 ft.-c., a 
a fair approximation of the average illumination. Readings 

[- CaGeraca| taken 4 months later on June 25, 1947, in the same spots 

| me Pcensgramnt bene renin emg mt with the louvers installed showed an average decrease of 

wen || 25%. The average intensity was now 36 ft.-c., within the 
| LINAS range (30-40 ft.-c.) specified in the design. However, the 

| CS) Cs Ca | ee of 25% a not possibly be attributed entirely 

[~ to the addition of louvers. Owing to the lack of exact 

| XS . . i | | data on the lamp replacements, it was impossible to know 
| : | the average age of the tubes. Some time later, it was dis- 

L 2 LUATNATRES covered that a great many of the tubes were of the “warm 

| i {| | Co | white” 40 W. type, having an initial lumen output of 2100 

| I louvers per tube as compared with 2300 lumens per tube 

seele: \: for 40 W. “white.” Thus the decrease in illumination was 
alate ee | Te espa PIO TTT attributed to addition of louvers, replacement of white 

ae tubes with warm white (pink-white) tubes, and normal de- 

ea 7 = preciation (dust on tubes, tube blackening, wall blacken- 
Floor plan of quonset classroom, showing lumi- : 
naires, windows, and points of data collection. ing, etc.). 

In order to determine the effect of louvers, dust, and 
The brightness of an illuminated surface depends upon aging of tubes on the light output of fluorescent lumi- 

the illumination, the reflection factor, and the direction naries, a more comprehensive test was devised and carried 

| from which the surface is observed. An ordinary 60 W. gut in the west end of the second Quonset from Langdon 
inside frosted lamp has a light output of about 830 lumens — cireet in the lower campus group on the night of July 25, 
initially, and a brightness of about 60 c./in® (candles per 1947. All the chairs were removed, and the photronic 

square inch) or 60 X 1447 =27,200 ft-L. To avoid coll was set up horizontally on a movable tripod 35 inches 
annoyance from direct glare, it has been recommended from the floor. The lighting system comprises six indus- 

that the brightness in the Saeed of the field of vision trial type fluorescent luminaries, each containing three 40 

should not exceed 2-3 ¢./in® (500-1300 ft-L.) of ap- W. white tubes, and equipped with louvers. The lumi- 

parent area for casual observation and ¥2 c./in® (225 ft.- naries were hung eight feet above the floor and spaced as 
L.) of apparent area when viewed continuously in a room shown in the accompanying diagram. Four “runs” were 

with low (10 to 1 or less) brightness contrast. made, each consisting of 20 readings of ft.-c. at the spots 

When the temporary buildings on the campus were indicated by X in the diagram, 35 inches from the floor. 

being planned, the designers saw an opportunity to study (1) “as found,” tubes dirty, louvers in place; average 

the more modern forms of lighting, especially library illumination, 24.0 ft.-c. (2) Louvers removed; average , 

illumination. Accordingly, a fluorescent system was in- (continued on page 30) 
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Professor . 

en G. Elliot al. ° oe Fo 
by R. L. Smith m’48 Li » oe 

“MY WIFE claims that there is not anything I’m not of the operating personnel at their places of work. It was 

interested in,” says Professor Ben G. Elliott, newly on one of these many trips that he met Miss Georgia Mae 

appointed chairman of the Mechanical Engineering De- Buchanan, a co-ed of Lawrence College, who was later 

partment. The trueness of the quote is brought out in his to become Mrs. Ben Elliott. 

diverse past and present activities which vary from mem- 

bership on the Panel of Conciliators and Arbitrators set Professorship at Nebraska 

up by the Wisconsin Employment Relations Board, to an In 1915 Mr. Elliott was offered a professorship at the 
intensive study of the life of Buffalo Bill. oy as University of Nebraska. After about two years of teach- 

The latter interest is greatly due to Mr. Elliott’s birth- ing, coupled with additional work for the McKeen Motor 

place, the roaring railroad frontier town of North Platte, (,, Company, he was appointed Chairman of the Me- 

Nebraska, also being the home of the illustrious buffalo- chanical Engineering Department at Nebraska. An offer 

hunter of the West . . to return to Wisconsin brought him back to his previous 
Early experiences in the power plant of the Union position with the University of Wisconsin Extension Di- 

Pacific at North Platte combined with an apparent me- Ji cioy 

chanical aptitude, caused the young westerner to desire Duti he fi World War h ith the United 

a technical education. Therefore upon graduation from uring t e rst Wor ap ine was with the (nite 

high school in 1906, he entered Rose Polytechnical Insti- States Shipping Board. He was stationed at the great 

tute in Terre Haute, Indiana. The present curriculum Hog Island shipyards for the early part of the war period. 
: . His duty was to train welders, machinists, shipfitters, etc. 

seems lighter, as Professor Elliott recalls the twenty-one Later in the war he was stationed at the shipyards in the 

credit minimum per semester, seven o’clock classes (morn- Geese Lakes area Aties the war was over ke sane to 

ing, that is), = six full class days per week. : Madison and was put in charge of developing the day 
Summer vacations were spent as a machinist apprentice _ hool the Milwaukee C f the E . 

with the Union Pacific, Allis-Chalmers, and the McKeen soo" program ar ene waukee Center of the Extension 
Division. 

Motor Car Company. : oo. 

Upon graduation in 1910, he returned to the latter com- Working on the new Extension Division branch, the 

pany in the capacity of a journeyman machinist and field ase Te allies Cee eaid on of 

engineer. It was during this period that Professor Elliott . S were € ceve™ 
became particularly ‘ok the internal combustion °Pment of technical instruction in the vocational schools 

engine. The company, recognizing the need for a power throughout the state. 

unit for branch line service, had encouraged its develop- About 1927 he accepted the dual role of a part time 

ment. This type of internal combustion unit was the fore- instructor and Public Relations man for the Engineering 

runner of the modern diesel locomotive. College. It was during his period of Public Relations 

Director that the great possibilities of contact and co- 

Gas Turbine Research operation with the state industries were fully developed. 

At about the same time Carl C. Thomas was conducting These Posinions Were relinquished eight years ago in favor 

research on gas turbines at the University of Wisconsin. of full time teaching in the Mechanical Engineering De- 

Realizing the possibilities of the gas turbine, Professor partment. 

Elliott became Thomas’ understudy and assistant in the Professor Elliott has written five or six books and is 

winter of 1912. now working on “An Operating Engineer’s Handbook.” 

In 1913 he accepted a position with the University of Although the greater part of his work has concerned 

Wisconsin Extension Division. His position called for steam power, his book “The Gasoline Automobile,” now 

effecting an increase in the efficiencies of state power in- in its fifth edition, is one of the larger selling books on 

stallations. This he accomplished by personal instruction that subject. 
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Research 

E i 

See work may be classified according to tionary definition, “a diligent search for truth.” This is 

function into the fields of research, development, certainly so broad that nearly everyone can claim to be, 

manufacturing, sales and education. In industry this type at times, a research worker. Yet many engineers, desig- 

of classification is often more important than the “verti- nated research engineers by their employers, are hesitant 

cal” division into chemical, civil, electrical, mechanical, to claim that their work is really research. Here, then, 

and mining engineering, found in most college curricula. is an anomaly which should be cleared up in the beginning. 

The engineering student, when he reaches his sophomore 

year must usually decide to take engineering training Scientific research in general is often classed as “pure” 
or fundamental research on the one hand, and applied 

ee FI | research on the other. Thus the physicist, while investi- 

ae a | Die gating the basic facts of atomic fission, is engaged in pure 

a : : , } research. When he supervises the construction of an 

: , e atomic pile he is engaged in applied research. The funda- 

o <a mental research worker uses scientific observations as 

: bases for new explanations and interpretations. The ap- 

eee a 7 \ plied research worker applies known explanations or 
eo on : a ey J y IP theory to new situations in the laboratory or the field. 

aes rid y ; \ “ hf, aa Now the work of the research engineer usually has 

7 “ 3 J a ad some useful application as its goal. Thus, not only is his 

@ &, - Ag work applied research, but design and development follow 

te ee his work so closely that it is hard for him to know just 

5% “y ‘ ce / when he has shifted from one field to another. To cite 

‘a __ g~@h er LM wee an example in the field of radio engineering consider the 
vl : a iP Bell Telephone Laboratories’ MUSA (Multiple Unit 

zi rf Ns ee a Steerable Antenna)—a highly directional antenna with a 

4 a $ q steerable beam, used to separate individual reflections of 

yi . a short-wave signals from the Heaviside Layer. The research 

1 ae aa work first involved the building of the antenna. Then this 

P ( antenna was used to find just where the signals came from, 

A research engineer making micro-chemical analysis of ans just what Improvement in signal-to-noise ratio was 
corrosion on relay contacts with the aid of a binocular possible with this device. At the conclusion of the research 

microscope. . work the antenna stood as a pilot model. Thus because 
Photograph courtesy Bell Telephone Laboratories oe the research work was successful it included development 

mainly in one department. It is obviously important that work. Had it been less successful, the whole cost would 7 

he also choose, as early as possible, that functional field faye been written off as research. (It is interesting to note 
which he likes best and is best fitted for in order that he that the MUSA type of antenna was not a commercial 

may properly prepare himself. Engineering research, in success until some years later, when it was applied to micro- 
particular, calls for special preparation in the undergradu- wave radar.) 
ate years, and usually requires one or more years of 
graduate work. To understand what this preparation It must not be thought that engineers never engage in 
should include we must first decide just what engineering pure research. Most industrial concerns today, realizing 
research involves, and examine some typical examples of that applications depend on the continuous building up 
research work. of theory by pure research, retain physicists and chemists 

It is not easy to define the term research in such a way on their staffs to keep such forward-looking work in prog- 
that will satisfy everyone unless we use the simple dic- ress, Graduate engineers engaged in such work should 
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SSIS tia 
ae 

— + ——_.  f. a. 

— ey a 
_ 4 ee 

_— “— ee 

by V.C. Rideout, 3 So eS 

Asst. Prof., E.E. ST 
_ . . oe 

perhaps be classed as physicists or chemists. Other engi- C) ” 
neers normally engaged in applied research may find that ‘5 

their work slips into the class of pure research when some i 

void appears in the theoretical background needed in their . . . . Lo 
d k V. C. Rideout, Assistant Professor in Electrical Engineering, 

everyday WOrk. came to Wisconsin in 1946, after seven years with a radio research 
. . . group in the Bell Telephone Laboratories. While there he was en- 

An example of this last case is found in Mr. Karl G. gaged in radar and television relay research and development work. 

Jansky’s work on star noise. This work was also done at He received a B.Sc. degree in Engineering Physics from the Uni- 
. . . . . versity of Alberta in 1938, and an M.S. degree in Electrical Engi- 

Bell Telephone Laboratories in conjunction with the neering from California Institute of Technology in 1940. 
MUSA movement. Measurements were made of the 

strength and direction of arrival of atmospheric noise in Varian brothers and Dr. W. W. Hansen at Stanford in 

the short-wave radio band. Close examination of the the late thirties. Their fundamental work on the early 

measured results showed that some noise was coming in klystrons led directly to applied research on vacuum tube 

from an unknown source outside the atmosphere. An- oscillators, operating on the same principles and bearing 

: ‘ ‘ the same name, but designed for industrial and war-time 
other year of work revealed that this noise came chiefly - : 2 esigned 

an . . . applications. 
from a region in the Milky Way. This was certainly funda- 

mental research, since this work and other such investi- The engineering student who contemplates entering the 
5 * 2 research field often subjects himself to a good deal of 

gations now form the basis for some new theories of con- : 
we . soul-searching. Will he be able to close the gap between 

ditions in the far reaches of our galaxy. On the other F : : 5 
what he knows about practical engineering devices and 

hand, we now find that engineers who discuss radar range what he knows of theory? Will he be able to summon the 

are familiar with the limitations due to star noise. kind of originality necessary to compete with highly trained 

: , research men in the field? Such questions are not easy : 
Then, too, pure research may merge into applied re- . = . : 

. i: to answer until he actually engages in research, either in 
search. An example of this is found in the work of the . : : 

industry or in the graduate school. Some ideas can be 

. — - outlined with regard to the importance of various phases 
ee i eee : : 

Lh cs of his undergraduate preparation. 
fT) aoe wt / —_ ; 

Hu i} { Ria The writer, before leaving industrial research to enter 

gman cme ill the teaching profession, asked half-a-dozen successful re- 

j ee Hid rai ° | search engineers of fifteen to twenty years’ standing what 

it they considered to be the most important thing an engi- 

a f a. neering teacher should keep in mind. They all answered a ws miele g p y 
a — ] ai ' = a & ‘ 1 without hesitation, “Stress the fundamentals.” This, of 
= | ee id .. _. . 

_ —— EIT f ‘i A ae. : course, is just what engineering teachers tell their students, 

eee ay, #4 Kd | ii ee r ter’ ad nauseam. Nevertheless, the matter may not be fully 
Ms OTS ete ae: . : : 

ae tl eS aN eer DS Messe appreciated by the student until some time after he gradu- 

a a) s) He ats lh oe , ae 
.  ¢ we ‘Beis ‘3 laste Ci peg ates; there is a small but indispensable group of funda- 

eee I hi hi I 
a ae mental concepts which must come to him as naturally 
i... ee 5 es . . 

wy 3 as the act of chewing his food. 
i - » 3 eee 

ag ~ The study of mathematics is important in this regard. 

This shows a few of the parts and connections in a Some excellent research engineers get along with very 
modern television camera, typical of i mplexity. ‘ 5 ee : 15 

EP ~ PRobseraph courtesy RCA little mathematical training, or even mathematical ability 
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of a formal kind. They are the exception, for in general engineer should always remember that in his field one 

the research worker continually strives to express his re- experiment may upset reams of theory, and he should 
sults in mathematical “shorthand.” Courses in mathe- never hesitate to get up from his desk and go to the lab- 
matics are not enough—they are a sort of dry land swim- oratory. Engineering students, though of research calibre, 
ming practice. The student will benefit by consciously often spend too much time “searching the literature” and 

trying to apply such knowledge as he may have of the doing a lot of paper work, when a short but well chosen 

calculus in his laboratory work and problems whenever experiment would carry their knowledge beyond anything 
he can, not only when he is asked to do so. they could read. 

Now fundamentals are fundamentals, whether in mathe- 

matics, physics, chemistry or psychology. But nature is 

no respecter of the departmentalization of engineering ae 
knowledge, and a man who graduates in one field finds os Se 
that he must know the basic facts in several others as soon a ‘ : & % ” 
as he begins serious research work. Consider for a moment - a = — - A 
the simple electromagnetic relay. Current flows in a coil, ay i re assign re . i 
and the magnetic field set up results in forces which move ye a ’ 2 A 
an iron armature against a restraining spring to close an a oy \ 

electrical contact. So far this sounds like electrical engi- : ” be | fg i \ 
neering. But the design of the wire, the iron and the insu- ~ ns Jy 6 L yi F 
lation are more in the field of the mechanical engineer. ‘ 2 | Te Loge j 
The spring deflection is a problem for the specialist in Ne ete Sy _ : 
mechanics, and the problem of corrosion at the contacts aed |S ee ae 5 ‘ { 
is a chemical problem—microchemistry at that. Thus the pi i phe > > J r ‘ 
engineer who works on relay problems cannot succeed Mt asst Sie i 
unless he knows the fundamentals in these various branches sf . / 
of engineering. He may ask specialists for their help, but 8 
he must at least know enough to pick the right man, and ° ° 
to ask the right kind of question. These considerations Making an analysis of transmission circuits. . 

: ‘ - 4: Photograph courtesy Bell Telephone Laboratories will explain why students are not encouraged to specialize 
too much, in their course work, particularly in the under- 
graduate years. One important difference between applied and funda- 

The research problems mentioned so far are closely allied mental research lies in the amount of organized group 
to physical experiment. Some research may consist of effort possible. Fundamental research genner be planned 
paper work only—mathematical research for example. The °* organized toa great extent for the simple Feason hat 

the research worker may not even know what he is looking 

: for. Applied research, on the other hand, can be organ- 
ye ized so that the advantages of group cffort are obtained. 

. ke? Since about 1900, more and more applied research has 

a been done in larger and larger laboratories. One has but 
y | * to look at a piece of television equipment, bristling with 

aN | vacuum tubes, to realize that many engineering develop- 

4 ; ro ments today are altogether too complex for anything but 

L a] : this group effort. This cooperative type of research proved 
‘ oN >. = ~€ o particularly successful during the war—so much so that 

: x * oe Be, Me » ae i cur stock of fundamental research results is nearly used up. 
=. * Ca wt ms ee The present day emphasis on cooperative effort has 

: tes Ae some important implications for the student. Employers, 
~ : ee bp ; 4 ¢ naturally, are anxious to employ men who will fit into their 

wy 4 : ~ ¥ complex organizations with the least friction. Interviewers 
om p< es > at first try to find out whether or not a man is capable of co- 
7 a >. ~ a 4 operative effort—they then look at his grade-point average. 

a \ — 2 : In order to cooperate, the research work must follow the 
es . ce : os wishes of his supervisor to some extent. This may not be 
- - ~ poy \e = too much fun for the research worker who is always a bit 

sili iataaiaeaiaia ill ee a of a prima donna, and it actually may be true that he can 
The cover of an image orthicon television camera is lifted carry cooperation too far for his own good. Some top men 

sor staront devine Tie device neem gor thet tart by doing something ~eucesflly that 
~-Photograph courtesy RCA (continued on page 40) 
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Peaceful location of the dam. 

Wisconsin’s Projected 

by W. M. Haas ¢’49 

Photographs by A. Rezin €49 

Wren the construction of Petenwell Dam was started 61 feet above. Four turbines operating under a 42 foot 

this summer, another step was taken towards complete head will drive four 5,000 kilowatt generators, capable of 

utilization of the water power possibilities of the Wisconsin producing an annual output of 115,000,000 kilowatt hours. 

River. The river has a total fall of 1,050 feet, of which Transmission lines will be built from Petenwell to Wis- 

600 has already been used for water power purposes. consin Rapids, Stevens Point, and Portage. 

Dams have been built along the Wisconsin from the lowest Due to foundation conditions at the site, extreme care 

at Prairie du Sac to the uppermost near the Michigan had to be exercised to prevent erosion of the sandy base 

border. and the resulting failure of the dam structure. When 

Petenwell Rock is located about halfway between Wis- (continued on page 22) 

consin Dells and Wisconsin Rapids. The river is some- me a ea wre , 

what constricted at this point, forming a natural location ld aa 4 
for a dam and reservoir. The site was recommended in 4 i ii 

1926 after an exploration trip by canoe. Surveys followed, : — 5 i is i 

and in 1938 the site was investigated for its flood control L 4 7 y 7 yy pre 

possibilities. ’ Dl if ie Fy Hh a 

This $8,000,000 project will create a lake about two ‘ rs te i : re ’ Cy : 7 i ih i 

miles wide and fifteen miles long, lying in Adams and A Ea : Ma a in 
Juneau counties. The head of the lake will be only three : As (i eae | | ae . 

and one-half miles below Nekoosa. It is primarily an earth ee ) | yd ua 
fill dam, 45 feet high, 240 feet wide at the base, 15 feet a Se. i. = ii = 

wide at the top, and 7,800 feet long. Two million, five a hat . f Hg il re 
hundred thousand cubic yards of earth fill will be required me iy | “pe 

to build this embankment. The spillway section will con- ti v-a ‘ ” ne ¢ 
sist of 16 flood gates, each 30 feet wide and 18 feet deep. . a % 2 = 

Their combined flood capacity will be 160,000 cubic feet a [es oN ; fie) 

per second, compared against the record flood of 80,000 ye a \ a 

cubic feet per second at that point on the river. - eo sy ee ¥ 
The power house will be 154 feet long, 200 feet wide at . . 

. Determining water action from model flume. 
the base, will extend 35 feet below present water level, and Professor A. T. Lenz in the foreground. 
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National Electronics Conference t | Elect Conf 
by Gerald Estrin e’48 

Photographs courtesy National Electronics Convention 

T WENTY-FIVE hundred engineers, physicists, manu- This procedure is repeated nine times until the flow of 

facturers, and students assembled at the Edgewater electrons is amplified one million times.” 

Beach Hotel in Chicago from November 3rd through 5th. The session on “Electronic Computers” head J. W. 

The above titles are just a sampling of the diversified Mauchly of the Electronic Control Co. describe the im- 

interests present among the men and women who attended, provements incorporated in the newest large scale digital 

but the thread which tied those interests together was the computers. Electronic and mechanical computers have 

controlled flow of electrons in an evacuated chamber. long been the dream of engineers and scientists, who 

The National Electronics Conference is a non-profit have time and again encountered mathematical computa- 

organization established to serve “as a national forum for tions, too laborious to permit solution. Mr. Mauchly 

the presentation of authoritative technical papers on elec- described extensive simplification of the device, through 

tronic research, development and application.” the use of mercury pool “memory circuits.” This 

Some 80 papers were presented, running the gamut of achieved a decrease in the number of vacuum tubes re- 

television, frequency modulation, industrial applications quired by a factor of ten. 

of electronics, nucleonics, vacuum tube circuit analysis, . tg oe . 
instrumentation, and electronic computers in addition to eee FZ yi 
reports on methods for increasing the efficiency of re- Par | , i ne | 
search and development organization. These papers were Ps a —_, ,' \ i : 
presented by engineers from industrial, government and ae ay + oll a 
university laboratories. Vz, ; a iv j A Pe 

One of the highlights of the exhibit hall was the Lear, en.’ ," De | oe by : 
Inc., “Dynatrope.” This device combines an A.M. and , " oe aa @ 4 <1 
F.M. receiver, a magnetic pickup phonograph player, and g Bo. NG ae. : 
a magnetic tape recorder and playback unit. Each of these - ae ae ad thine : 

units contains up-to-date methods of scratch and distortion “— {.. © : 
reduction. The Dynatrope even goes to the extreme of “ Weaii wa en : é ® 
including a time clock which can be set to record a radio — ¢ 7 
program while you are away from home! if \ 

An outstanding development of the conference’s sec- f ns § 

ond day was a paper on “Microwave Spectroscopy,” pre- PN ‘ 
sented by Dr. Donald K. Coles of the Westinghouse Re- Co ow 

search Laboratories. Dr. Coles disclosed that ultra-short oF 

radar waves, beamed through a gas, unlock vital infor- _ oe 
mation about the nature and structure of the gaseous Mis. Editi: B. Felix paver on Color Meanvemone af 
molecules. Television Tubes was the only paper submitted by a 

“Each type of molecule has a set of distinctive mo- woman atthe Blectronics Convention. 
tions,” he explained. “When the frequency, or vibration, However, with all the improvements, these devices still 
of the radar wave is exactly ‘in tune’ with the rotation of — remain beyond the use of any but the largest scale or- 
the molecule, some waves will be absorbed by it. By see- ganizations and are at present almost exclusively oper- 

ing which wave vibrations are absorbed, we can tell what ated by the military forces. 
molecules are present and how the atoms within the Numerous other new concepts were brought forth 
molecules are arranged.” during the conference. For those students who attended, 

In this same field of development, Dr. John W. Colt- the conference established a closer link between the 
man of Westinghouse announced a new “atomic ray de- necessarily restricted outlook of the text book and class- 
tector.” This instrument can count radiating particles at room and the problems of present day electronics. 
the rate of 100,000 per second, 30 times faster than the It is impossible to leave the subject of the conference 
famed Geiger counter. without remarking on the youth of those who delivered 

“When atomic radiation strikes the specially coated papers. A rough estimate would place the average age 
screen, it releases a flood of light rays or photons,” Dr. in the very early thirties. 3 
Coltman said. “These are collected by the mirror and Those interested in the details of the technical papers 
focused on a light sensitive surface in the phototube, may order a copy of the “Proceedings of the National 
shaking loose hundreds of electrons from that surface. Electronics Conference—1947” by writing to R. E. Beam, 
These freed electrons collide with another sensitive plate Secretary, National Electronics Conference, c/o EE 
in the phototube, knocking loose still more electrons. Dept., Northwestern University, Evanston, Il. 
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Mechanical and Electrical 

Honoraries 

@ e 

Pi Tau Sigma 
Mechanical Engineers of the University of Wisconsin neer who was top rank as a freshman. This year the 

should have a special interest in Pi Tau Sigma, the Hon- award went to Hugh Wahlin. 

orary Mechanical Engineering Fraternity, because it is At the first meeting held this year, the following were 
one ofiherwo Alpha chapters, "That théte should be-two elected to office: D. W. Retzinger, President; C. Goldbeck, 

. . First Vice-President; W. Michelsen, Second Vice-Presi- 
Alpha chapters is probably not apparent to all, but a brief dent; A. Ebi, Recording Secretary; D, MacDonald; C. 

review of the organization of the fraternity will certainly Verlo, Treasurer. 

clear up the matter. Back in 1915 each of two groups Scheduled events for the semester include the formal 

of mechanical engineering students, one at the University initiation December 4th and a dance on January 9th. 

of Illinois and the other at the University of Wisconsin, SS 

formed fraternities. Each of these were formed without Eta Kappa Nu 

any knowledge of the other and were for the same pur- 

pose, namely, to increase the interest of students in their Eta Kappa Nu is the national honorary society for elec- 
work and to promote the efficiency of the department by trical engineers. It was founded in 1904 at the University 

4 frecti ion hie. seudents de of Illinois, and has grown to a present membership of 40 securing more effective cooperation from t u : . 
i. . . . active chapters. Eta Kappa Nu is a member of the Asso- 

served. A letter from the Illinois fraternity to Wisconsin eo Saas 
ciation of College Honor Societies and must conform to 

brought to light the existence of the similar organizations. very high standards. 
The two organizations corresponded with each other and HKN stresses scholarship as a basic requirement, but 
after plans were made they coalesced into one fraternity puts character as another requisite for membership. Mem- 

under the name of the Illinois fraternity, Pi Tau Sigma. bers are recruited from the upper third of their class, and 
Pi Tau Sigma now has many chapters and about 7,000 have the privilege of better acquaintance with those who 

members. Active membership is limited strictly to men, wilt be the leaders in electrical engineering. 

but as in Tau Beta Pi women are permitted to receive a In addition to recognition of outstanding work, HKN 
pin and a membership certificate. provides scholarships for graduate electrical engineers, 

: : . and aids alumni through the twelve alumni chapters in 
desert es tee one = i Pain ote various cities of the United States, including Milwaukee 

the organization since its first years. He has served as and Chicago. HKN works closely with AIEE in promotion 
National Secretary - Treasurer 1920-22, Vice-President of the electrical engineering profession. Every year some 
1923-25, and President 1926-28, and at present he is Pi outstanding electrical engineer who is not more than ten 
Tau Sigma Faculty Adviser. years out of college receives a recognition award. 

The Theta chapter of HKN was activated at Wisconsin 
The local chapter holds a number of meetings each in 1910 and has been active ever since. Like the chapters 

semester, one of which is for the election of new officers. in most other colleges, it makes an annual award to the 

There is an initiation each semester for new members. highest ranking electrical engineering freshman. The re- 
Members are elected on the basis of scholarship and char- cipient of this year’s prize, a Standard Handbook, was 
acter. Students must have reached their junior year before Robert Royce Johnson, of Rockford, Illinois, who had a 
they are considered for membership. Also requirements perfect average for his freshman year. 

for selection are higher in the junior year than in the The officers of HKN this semester are Bob Keeler, 
senior year. In the senior year the grade-point average President; Jerry Estrin, Vice-President; Gene Fordham, 
required is in the neighborhood of 2.25 while in the junior Recording Secretary; Mel Griem, Corresponding Secre- 
year it is generally above 2.75. To stimulate interest in tary; and Joe Gifford, Treasurer. They are ably backed 
the organization, a Marks’ Mechanical Engineer’s Hand- by the many HKN men who are professors or instructors 
book is given each year to the sophomore mechanical engi- in the engineering department here at the University. 
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El i ectromechanical 

Qecrne before the war, the General Electric Co. current flows through the armature conductors, another 

developed commercially, under the trade name ampli- magnetic field is set up, producing what is termed arma- 
dyne, a “two stage” electromechanical power amplifier ture reaction flux, 6g. With the direction of the current 

which has recently received wide acclaim. in the armature conductors as indicated, it is seen that the 

The amplidyne may be thought of as being roughly armature reaction flux is in space quadrature with the 

equivalent to two separately-excited d-c generators con- excitation flux. 

nected as shown in Fig. 1 below. If the external load were then removed and the brushes 

i short-circuited, only a very small voltage need be induced 

| in the armature to maintain the same value of armature 

. current as before, due to the very low resistance now 

existing in the armature circuit. Hence the excitation or 

—_ 3 outa control field current must necessarily be drastically re- 
Control to Load duced to, perhaps, one per cent of its former value. The 
Field Input magnetic fields set up in a short-circuited d-c generator 

Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 3. The control or excitation flux is now 

: very small but the magnitude and direction of the arma- 
The amplidyne, however, incorporates both stages of ture reaction flux remain unchanged since the armature 

amplification into a single armature by deliberately pro- current is as before. 

ducing high armature reaction by means of a controlled 

short-circuit. To illustrate how the above is accomplished, 

) consider first the magnetic fields set up in a conventional ce 
| d-c generator supplying a normal load (Fig. 2). Conteer 

Field te Rated 

ii Current 

leg cbs, \ Rated 1% of former te, 
29 ~@° > Load value ic 
Ie de WAN Current Fig. 3 

W[o YY, ®o) 4 Since the armature conductors are uniformly distrib- 

CY, ow uted about the armature, it is evident that some of these 

(ws Boo conductors will cut across the reaction flux at the same 

x rate as others cut across the excitation flux. 

SS Because of the direction of the two magnetic fields, the 

I, maximum voltage caused by the cutting of the reaction 

Ree Fig. 2 flux appears across the armature normal to the voltage 

Equivalent circuit of above cross-.ection of generator: developed by the excitation flux. If then a second set of 

FA 
A 

Field 2. i : ma fla, 
" \d f Rated Load 

a Current 

Fig. 22 uf Ye 
The necessary excitation flux, e, is established by the Fig, 4 

flow of normal current in the field coil. Since the load “= 
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A liti 
by Joseph Gifford e’47 

brushes is added at right angles to the original shorted. A basic amplidyne drive is suggested in Fig. 7. 

brushes (Fig. 4), sufficient voltage becomes available to The amplidyne generator is ordinarily driven by an a-c 

supply rated load current to an external load, in addition motor. The control field is shown as a split winding, be- 

to the rated current flowing through the short-circuited cause the fields are commonly supplied by a control ampli- 

path. fier having separate outputs for each polarity of the ap- 

The direction of the load current, however, is such that ples asigtial, 

it produces another armature reaction flux, 6b, which is 

normal to the short-circuit armature reaction flux, 6a, and rh chy 

in direct opposition to the original control flux, Oe. Since dnt Meter 

the load armature reaction flux will be much greater than 5 fomdf S 

the control flux, the control field would be prevented from ° (5 OV p S : — 

controlling the output. It is essential, though, that the 30 A-C veneratoy, 5 To Load 

small control flux be unaffected by armature reaction if it ui oH 

is to retain control over the output. Therefore a series 

compensating winding is wound around the control-field To Control ie 

poles. The number of turns in this winding is usually Eig. 2 Amplifier | 

adjusted so that the compensating flux, 0c, exactly cancels 

the load armature reaction flux for all values of load cur- 
rent within the operating range (Fig. 6). (=) 

Wel tage 
input - Reference {gr Cahereton 

3 y pw Voltage 4 Control 

FA 
Field 

——— Coils 
> "| | i 2 

mS Lk 60~ 

Ey Ge TM 
Fig. 8 

ds |] A control amplifier, basically as shown in Fig. 8, is fre- 

quently employed to supply the amplidyne control field. 

Such an amplifier is controlled by comparing an a-c 
Fig. 6 error voltage from a selsyn control transformer with an 

The resulting effective magnetic fields. a-c reference voltage furnished by the a-c supply line. The 

output is a half-wave rectified voltage supplying either coil 

If the compensating flux is slightly less than that re- | or 2 as the case may be. Thus the magnitude of the 

quired for complete neutralization, the machine has re- amplidyne output is directly controlled by the magnitude 

duced power gain and acts as a degenerative amplifier, of the a-c error voltage, and the polarity by the phase of 

resulting in perhaps more stable operation. Overcompen- the error voltage. 

sation, on the other hand, simulates regenerative amplifi- Actually the amplidyne may have several control fields 

cation, but which may easily result in unstable operation. (usually four) incorporated in its field structure, permit- 

Thus it is seen that the amplidyne may be considered ting the amplidyne output to be controlled by a number 

to consist of: a stage of essentially current amplification; of independent signals, since the amplidyne responds to 

a stage of primarily voltage amplification; and a feedback their resultant action. 

circuit. The power gain of an amplidyne may range from The above characteristics plus the additional advantage 

3,000 to 10;000, roughly a hundred times the gain of an of very rapid response make the amplidyne a valuable 

ordinary generator. contribution to control and allied applications, 
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by John Ashenbrucker e’48 

Russ Pavlat e’48 

As the generators start generat- Engineer Lectures The University Alumni groups 
ing, the evaporators start evaporat- Mr. J. W. Owens, engineer for are buzzing with plans for early 
ing, and as the pistons start—work- : building and expansion of the Uni- . chwe th . _ Fairbanks Morse Co., spoke to a . K fi d a various organ- ing, we see e ious org joint meeting of the SAE and ASME versity. Keep your fingers crosse 
izations on Campus are well into the N h he Mechanical E for that new Engineering Building. 
chool year and carrying out their oS Peis Sn of Hie Meshaniea! Exe It has been promised that when the sc ; _ gineering building. His topic was een P ; various programs with enthusiastic eu i. 3 . new building goes up the Mechani- Avay The Evolution of Diesel Engine ls will h he ME buildi ndaea r. 

. ° Weldment Design and Fabrication.” cals will have the uitcing to 
The progressive fabrication of a themselves. 

Diesel motor block was illustrated 

with slides. Mr. Owens emphasized 

the importance of detecting cracks 
| that may be induced by the welding 

process. Although cracks may be SAE & ASME 
AIEE invisible to the eye, the stresses pro- The Society of Automotive Engi- 

Mr. H. B. Hull, chief engineer duced under cme cae en neers and the American Society of 
of the Southwest Bell Telephone Wi ustially (produce premature fat) ; is 
Company and National President of ure. The device used for detecting Mechanical alibi aoe separa WEE sue giesk apeakeratcannndt the cracks is known as a “Magne- meetings and membership drives on 
ing of the local chapter of AIEE at flux.” When an electrical current is Wednesday, November 5th. Fol- 

: ‘ passed through the block, magnetic lowing the meetings the two groups Kennedy Manor on Friday evening, ° g 8 8 group 
November 7th. Mr. Hull gave a powder sprinkled on the surface combined to listen to a talk by Mr. 
talk on the “Organization of the leaves a tell-tale pattern in the vi- James W. Owens of Fairbanks 
American Engineering Association.” cinity of a crack, due to interrup- Morse and Company. Pictures for 

tion of the lines of force. 
.s 2 The engineer also emphasized the the Badger were taken of both 

AI M&ME care which must go into the design groups after the lecture, and re- 
Mr. E. C. Koerper, in charge of of a welded product, adding that it freshments were then served. 

s ecial en ineering at the - 0 is less costly to have the engineering Officers of the SAE student , ©. . ic Smith Corosratinn in Milwakee, ff work out all the details chan = 
lked i Mini Club h . to have the workers experiment in branch are: Toru Jura, chairman; falicec fo the uMitning; Club: at their the shop. Keith Rhodes, vice-chairman; Har- monthly meeting in November on : ‘i 7 : , — eee old Miller, secretary; Bill Searles, the “Use of Engineering Principles KHK . in Industrial Design.” Plans were treasurer. Other leaders include 

also discussed for a Christmas Par- Eight members of Kappa Eta Bernard Kloehn, field editor; Al- 
ty, and movies of the Yale-Wiscon- Kappa, Electrical Engineering Fra- fred Yard and George Heberer, 
sin game were shown. Leading the ternity, donned red caps and took program committee; Howard Trae- | 
Mining Club for this year are: off for the northern part of the state der and George Piper, membership | 
Robert Dustrude, President; Arthur for a few days of deer bunting in ittee: G i ‘i 
Henschen, Vice-President; Joseph middle November. The State Con- committees ee ES en emayo 
Vinette, Secretary - Treasurer; and servation Department as yet has and George Dick, publicity; and 
Arnold Arnaut, Polygon Board made no statement regarding next Carl Leyse, Polygon representative. 
Representative, year’s season, (continued on page 32) 
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The Way We See It... 

e 2 

A Christmas Story Instructor Rating 
Plink - plink - plink - plink - plink - plink - plink - With the six weeks’ exams well over everyone is very 

plink - plink ———— much aware of the fact that students are subject to exam- 

Once upon a time there was a little harp. It had the inations periodically. They are given with the idea of 

finest E-string in all harpdom. But that was the only having the students indicate how much they have gleaned 

string it had. And in spite of its fine string, it was a very from the instruction. Results of the tests also show the 

unhappy little harp. You see, it could not play a tune. students how effective their studying has been. 

All it could do was play, “Plink - plink - plink.” It was These same test results could be used by the instructors 

a sterling note, the finest “Plink” in all harpdom. But it as a means for measuring the effectiveness of their class- 

just was not enough to keep the little harp happy. room efforts. A much more positive method to accomplish 

Then one Christmas it happened!! A benevolent old the latter was used at the College of Engineering at the 

gentleman climbed down the chimney with the doggoned- University of Missouri. The local chapter of Tau Beta Pi 

est bunch of strings you ever saw. He saw that the un- initiated an “Instructors’ Rating Poll.” All the instructors 

happy little harp was asleep, so he put all the new strings that were rated taught junior and senior classes, and were 

carefully in place. Back up the chimney he went, and representative of all departments. Voluntary participation 

away into the night. by the instructors was encouraged by the use of a code 

The next morning, the little harp awoke, stretched, system known only by each participant and the chairman 

and—to its surprise—played “Claire de Lune.” The little of the rating committee, which was a very responsible 

harp was astounded. It launched into a rendition of “My position. 

Wild Irish Rose.” The results of this venture were not Attributes that were rated were interest in the course, 

too good, but better than a mere “Plink.” And so the knowledge of the subject, teaching ability, preparation, 

little harp went through life, happily playing through its and cooperation. 

new repertoire—a little discordantly, at times, but im- The results of the poll were returned to the participants 

measurably better than “Plink” all the time. in coded form so that they could check their rating rela- 

A lot of us are like a “harp with one string.” Engineers tive to the other instructors. The Missouri Poll showed 

have a way of going through life playing the only tune very little evidence of “getting even” and any remarks 

they can play because of a desperate need for more strings. included by the students were sincere and constructive. 

In our case, the need can be met with a broader education. Here is an opportunity for an organization on the cam- 

If not formally, then in odd moments in our rooms with pus to institute a constructive project which would help 

a good book. It is possible, this “‘self-education.” There to create a better understanding between faculty and stu- 

are many good books to make it easier. Try Emerson’s dents at Wisconsin. 

Essays, Thoreau’s “Walden,” “The Education of Henry —EK 

Adams,” Gibran’s “The Prophet”—I cannot name them a 

a Sey Dees for your own Christmas present this year. ROSES TO THE CAFETERIA 

ew of them, anyway. 

These books will not make you a versatile da Vinci, Those of us who have classes in the Mechanical Engi- 

but they will increase interest in life considerably. You neering Building want to pass along some compliments 

cannot expect perfect tonal results from such small in- heard about the new cafeteria. Condensed, they are: 

vestments in these “strings,” but occasionally discords are Neat, clean, handy, good food, and good coffee. The idea 

still better than “Plink” all the time. of between-meal snacks and coffee-sessions in a well light. 

—RJM ed room with tables for studying is good. 
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Al [ N t 

by J. J. Kunes e’48 

L. Hunholz e’47 

Charles W. Newing (CE’31) is William L. Olson (CE’47) writes: Gordon E. Harman, former box- 
living in Detroit, Mich—he is a “I spent the summer at a Boy Scout ing star, has been made resident 
Civil Engineer with the U. S. Engi- Camp up in Northern Wisconsin, as engineer in charge of construction 
neer’s Office. . of the General Electric Co. turbine a waterfront director. After that I Edward K. Neroda (CE’35), a . : plant in Schenectady, N. Y. He left c ' ; c , married a girl from there that I met Madison in 1947 to become chief 

ontractor BBIEEE ae arme" at school in Madison; I started this field engineer for Stone and Web- Calif., announces the arrival at his : ‘ a z f . ‘ job (with Merritt, Chapman & Scott ster Co., engineering firm in charge home of a new (potential) engineer. 5 Corp. of New York) two weeks ago. of the project. 
Jack H. Maxfield (CE 28) is with We are building the Franklin D. Albert L. Schluter (CE’38) is Crawford, Murphy, & Tilly, Con- sultin En ineers of Sprih field Roosevelt Hospital for the Veter- engineer with Holland, Ackerman 

iliac. He had been with be Ili. ans Administration here at Peekskill, 7 foes of ee socared at 

nois Division of Waterways for the N. Y. I am instrumentman with pie © Cay oe ak & hydro pant 
past six years. one of the field parties. When com- or the Mity of Kaukauna. 

Charles J. Naeser (CE’46) is with pleted, the project will amount to Paul W. Bishop (CE'26) is Hee 
Consoer, Townsend & Associates of about $17,500,000. There will be peited bo, have ‘been ee, " 
Chicago, as an inspector thirty-four buildings.” jured in an auto crack-up in Octo- ° 8° B . y Bs. ber. He has been on the staff of 

, the McMahon Engineering Co., at 
a S&S Menasha. 

xe tom ‘ let ChE ao , — ‘ , eS ee Raymond J. Meisekothen (ChE 
a ae ade. ae ie °47) is doing pilot-plant work on a 

> he ed wy } Pe ; i* - process for the solvent-extraction 
‘ 4 4 “fe oe Ey  ™ Y. 7 | i of cottonseed-oil at the Swift & Co. 

— i" a y j : 4 3 | Aa t Ve ok Rs Oil Mill, Memphis, Tenn. 

ms WV Fie i, Robert R. Mazer (ChE’47) has ll oe wee eh an ONS US RR i <a | » been employed by the Soya Prod- 
@ : 3 we ‘ Be a ucts Division of the Glidden Co., 

vest i ‘ a 4 Chicago, Ill. ae ' ‘aa 8! 
a ; el & Francis C. Zevnik (ChE’43, MS 

be i 7 7 “ °47) is a Chemical Supervisor in the 
“) \ : Vel Grasselli Chemicals Department of 

: i 3 af] E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Co. 

_ 3 : —_ Gilbert W. Stockwell (ChE’47) is 
~-Photograph courtesy Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corp. the restless type; he is now in train- | Among the Wisconsin Engineers Furnaces, Class of June 1933; ing at Lawrenceville, Illinois, for 

now working at the Carnegie-Illinois George E. Steudel, Superintendent, foreign service with the Arabian- 
Steel Corp. South Works, Chicago, BL soe American Oil Co. ' ast Furnace Division, Class of Ill. (left 6 right): John A. Roeher, June 1911; Donald E. Strom, Robert A. Carlson (ChE’47) is 
Combustion Engineer (Power Di- Draftsman (Engineering Dept.) employed in the craft mill of Crown vision), Class of May 1947; Jack Eh 8 § Pils Zellerbach at Port Townsend, Wash, Eisaman, Superintendent, Electric Class of May 1947, / (continued on page 28) 
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Quiet. 

Walk into this new acoustic test room at Bell Telephone 

Laboratories and all you'll hear is silence. 

It’s about the quietest place on earth. 

This non-reverberant chamber was ingeniously designed 
by telephone engineers so that acoustic development and 
research could be carried on under the best possible 
conditions. It’s another aid in a continuing program to 
improve communications. 

This is telephone engineering at work. 

BELL T*LEPHONE SYSTEM 
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Petenwell Dam 
(continued from page 13) 

SE REI | RE A OS engineers performed the experiments and wrote theses 

Sie Oo ag concerning the various aspects of this problem. As a result 

Se en ic a Sere mer of this work, a spillway and apron section was developed 

‘Sy Sa e “that will prevent dangerous erosion of stream bed sand. 
. a ; mena i = These tests were made in a flume with Plexi-glass sides, 

Pel: i a it oo so that the water action could be seen and photographed. 

4 tke, em a Sand was placed in the channel to simulate actual river 

, od Ze conditions as they are now. Then, by taking a profile of 
’ ie = al i t the sand after a test was run, it could be compared with 

ad | = — uae the original, and the effect of the water determined. Nat- 

oe RE oT . ao urally the section producing the least change in this sand 

we a... - ee <a - "profile is the most desirable. These tests have resulted in 
CA eee oe a oe some radical changes in the design from the conceptions 

A rough méasure of the water pumped from of 1938. 
the sand is given by the rectangular weir. ™ eT 

water flows over a spillway, it possesses considerable en- ee ee 

ergy. Upon reaching the bottom, this is characterized by ee 
: ¥ so : eo rr eee 

the relatively high velocities and turbulence for some dis- Gee a eS ee es 

tance downstream. This energy must be taken from the Le ae oe -s Re 
water, or it will erode the stream bed and cause damage oe : i ad te lll ay 

to the structure. “es 2 oa Ee ¥ 

The dam at Petenwell is to be constructed on sand foun- . = Sepa once oe ee i 7 a 

dations confined by steel sheet piling. Therefore, suitable or 2 i+ 

spillways and aprons had to be developed so that the sand ——— , | A cars 

would not be eroded. To determine the design of the best Ld. LS wa L we | A \q : 

spillway section, scale models were built and tested at the Lue ey Jae = ie _ : ms A 

Hydraulic Laboratory, University of Wisconsin. Under ore . £4 ee 

the direction of Professor A. T. Lenz, several senior civil & uae \ 

OU igh seen names re wed ts dae down the wae 
a POE AT i wa io _ eee oe P g carries water to the weir 

; . Liz a ‘ Ak “HR el A ‘The Project will aid in flood control on the Wisconsin 

Pe os it MS rex River, and will open up recreational opportunities as well. 

ee Na D: a N a. We aval The reservoir area is being cleared of all growth, so that 

pF rn Ni ath * aN | i y\ \I; there will be no obstruction to boating and swimming. The 

oe i i eh a gh ; \ cS aa water level will be maintained nearly constant to encourage 

sts 7 d AP a i. Pll Nee 4 - : neat Si —- the building of resorts and cottages on the shores. 

“sand Pn lh EOD bi eee The Wisconsin River is very well suited to the produc- 

en ie eS ae Bo tion of water power. When the Petenwell Dam is com- 

Oe EAS eee ae Cost Ser tne ae SEED pleted in 1949, with a generating capacity second to the | 

The conveyor carries aggregate from storage bins to the plant at Prairie du Sac, the Wisconsin will be one of the 
concrete mixing tower. Pumps will force concrete through p a 3 _ 
pipesite thelforms, most highly developed rivers in the United States. 
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ride on a ferry....... or order some coke... 
40h a 

} lea | @ - & ke Boe, 
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swallow an aspirin .... or turn on the light... 

Ai 
the chances are, you are coming in contact y “4 cies a 

with Koppers engineering or chemical skills. Ly” ~~ 

1. Koppers chemicals for use in cosmetics. 2. Farm structures a ve “| 
made of lumber pressure-treated by Koppers for long life. 3. Koppers eo Bee 
American Hammered Piston Rings for marine engines. 4. Coke from _. a 
Koppers-built ovens. 5. Koppers chemicals for use in medicines. _ Pa 
6. Koppers Fast's self-aligning couplings, widely used in power a oe 
plants. All these are Koppers products ... as well as scores of others a z | 
that help to increase our comfort, guard our health, enrich our lives. = K oO p Pp E Re § es 
All bear the Koppers trade-mark, the symbol of a many-sided service po rod «+.and of high quality. Koppers Company, Inc., Pittsburgh 19, Pa. = Ae 5 
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N-T-A-T-I-C 
by Chuck Strasse e’47 

“Doesn't this steak have a queer taste?” Engineer “A”: “She’s a nicely reared girl, isn’t she?” 

New bride: “I can’t understand why, I rubbed -vaseline Engineer “B”: “Not too bad from the front either.” 

on it as soon as it burned.” eo OX 

x ok * “I sent my little boy for two 

Bob went off to college. The second weekend he was pounds of plums and you only sent 

back at the old homestead with his grip in his hand. me a pound and a half.” 

“Homesick?” his mother asked. “My scales are all right, Madam. 

“No, just no-home sick,” he replied. Have you weighed your little boy?” 

kk OO x Ok OO 

I like girls with golden hair. “Is your boy friend an engineer?” 

I like girls with gold. “No, a veteran. He learned to swear like that in the 
” 

I like girls. Army. 

wom OR John: “Hi, care for some peanuts.” 

“I had a strange dream last night, dear. I saw you Jean: “Sure, thanks.” 

running off with another man.” John: “Care to neck?” 

“Did you stop him?” Jean: “No, thanks.” 

“No, I asked him why he was running.” John: “Give me back my peanuts.” 

« Kx eK OK 

THE CRAFTY DRAFTSMAN Did you hear about the three Chinese girls who aren’t 

The designer sat at his drafting board matted: y 

A wealth of knowledge in his head was. stored Tu-YungTu 

Like “what can be done on a radial drill Tu-Dumb-Tu 

Or a turret-lathe or a vertical mill?” No-Yen-Tu 

But above all things, a knack he had eK Ok 

Of driving gentle machinists mad. A man with a black eye and one or two other injuries 

So he mused as he thoughtfully scratched his bean was checking out of a big hospital. The desk attendant 
“Just how can I make this thing hard to machine? began to fill out the regular form. 

If I make this body perfectly straight “Married?” he asked. 

The job had ought to come out first-rate “No,” was the answer. “Automobile accident.” 

But ’twould be so easy to turn out and bore doe k 

That it would never make a machinist sore. . . . . . 
So I'll put a compound taper there The lawyer had just given his wife a beautiful skunk 

And a couple of angles to make ’em swear coat for Chitseras: . 
And. brass work for this litdle.geae I don’t see,” she mused, “how such a nice coat can 

But it’s too darned easy to work, I fear come from such a foul smelling beast.” 
> ‘ ee ” « ’ So just to make the machinist squeal Well,” was the reply. “I don’t ask’ for thanks, dear, 

: ” 
T’ll make him mill it from tungsten steel! but Iidoidemandia. liclesespect! 

And I’ll put those holes that hold the cap ook oe | 

Down underneath where they can’t be tapped. “Hey Joe, that’s a bad burn. Where’d you get it, weld- 

Now if they can make this it'll just be luck ing class?” 

Cause it can’t be held by a dog or a chuck “No, Liz’ Waters.” 

And it can’t be planed and it can’t be ground * oe 

So I feel my design is unusually sound!” Curious old lady: “Why you've lost your leg, haven’t 

And he shouted in glee: “Success at last! you?” 

“This #*&83 #!9*& thing can’t even be cast!” Cripple: “Well, darned if I didn’t.” 
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Roller hearth radiant tube heated furnace using tere a Atmosphere generating equipment used with 

prepared atmosphere for bright annealing. Ga ec bright annealing furnace, 

Customers of Phosphor Bronze Smelting Company, So company production engineers, already familiar 
2200 Washington Ave., Philadelphia, started the with GAS and Gas Equipment, specified the modern 
whole thing—they demanded more Elephant Brand method of heat treating—with continuous, auto- 
Phosphor Bronze products than the company could matically-controlled, Gas Furnaces, with integral 
produce by former methods of heat treating. prepared atmospheres. - 

Process—*Homogenizing—a method of heat Process—Annealing of bars and sheets in a 
Here &othe treating to develop uniform grain structure in prepared-atmosphere furnace to retain bright- 
————_ phosphor bronze billets prior to rolling, ness while relieving stresses set up during 
prosestess-- while relieving casting strains. rolling or drawing operations. 

Temperature —1200° F. Temperature —1200° F, 

Cycle—6 hours Cycle—40 minutes to 3 hours, varying with stock size 
Furnace Capacity — 2000 Ibs. per hour Furnace Capacity —5000 lbs. per hour 

1. Pickling process eliminated : 5 
Here ereithe 8 Pro oe Throughout industry modern Gas Equipment results 2. Production increased 80% : ; ; : 
eS Uniformi f ki db has established cost-cutting and time-saving 

re OnDUY 0) I Weatmene, assuted. py records wherever GAS heat treating methods 
au oenling mars .. and machinery have been integrated in pro- 

4. Annea ing and homogenizing costs reduced over 50% —duction-line processes. 
&. Working conditions improved 

MORE AND MORE... 5 

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION —RED 
420 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N.Y. eee: 
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M f ing C S & M Manufacturing Co. 
INC. 

WELDING—Electric and Gas . FABRICATING—Jigs, Fixtures, Etc. 

1820 S. KINNICKINNIC AVE. 

MILWAUKEE 4, WISCONSIN 

December, 1947 

A NOTE OF INTEREST TO THE STUDENT ENGINEER 

The constant advance of technical knowledge makes the preparatory learning 

in each successive generation longer. . 

The earning power period of the professional man has thus been shortened 

by this longer preparatory period, and the subsequent increase in the rank compe- 

tition due to inevitable specialization, so much so that the motives toward educa- 
| tion become confused to many who have associated it with earning power, and to 

study without definite motives is not the nature of many. 

The student who has considered higher education from its economic advan- 

tages, and these only, will find it as a shock upon entering the business world to 

find the small commercial value placed on knowledge in the majority of cases. 

Add to this the period required for on the job training, plus the diverted time 

spent by many in the services of their country and you will find that the Engi- 

neering student of today will have left a shorter time than ever before to devote 

to his earning power period, during which the Engineer must provide the security 

deemed necessary to his family and to his self respect. 

To this apparent dilemma a solution can be had by any creative Engineer. 

It is with this problem in mind and the mutual benefits of all parties involved 

that this informative solution is being presented. 

It is understood that upon accepting a position with a future employer the 

economic rights to any originality, are by signed agreements in the majority of 

cases, vested with the employer. 

The time for the student Engineer to work for himself is now! 

Any student Engineer with a patentable commercial product or article in mind, 

producible by a small structural manufacturer owes it to himself to inquire into the 

added economic advantages that might be his by contacting Charles F. Mitasik, 

311 N. Lake St., Madison 5, Wis., either in person or by mail. Or by direct contact 

with the company. 

S & M MFG. COMPANY 

H. W. Malm, President 

| | 
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Exploration of occan depths is made possible by RCA Image Orthicon television camera. 

The 2. LL} i. a Continue your education ocean is a‘goldfish bow! rai eecot REA 
cat. Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA fo RCA Television! | vie rc srise ris trenost wane. 

facturers of radio and electronic products 

—offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 

Another “first” for RCA Laboratories, depths may soon be as easy to observe well-rounded training and experience at 
.e . . : a good salary with opportunities for ad- 

undersea television cameras equipped as a goldfish bowl—in armchair com- vancement. Here are only five of the many 

with the sensitive RCA Image Orthi- fort and perfect safety. projects;whuch golfer unusualypromises tub ° 4 dy effects of - : ® Development and design of radio re- 
con tube were used to study effects o Exciting as something out of Jules ceivels Gndluding: brideast, shor eave 

. detest > ne and FM circuits, television, and phono- 
the atom blast at Bikini... Verne, this new application of tele- graph combinations). 

There may come a day when fisher- vision is typical of research at RCA guna development and desijn of 

men will be able to drop a television Laboratories. Advanced scientific induction heating, mobile communications 
. . oye . equipment, relay systems. 

eye over the side to locate schools of thinking is part of any product bear- © Design of component parts such as 
fish and oyster beds ... Explorers will ing the name RCA, or RCA Victor. coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 

Lae © Development and design of new re- 
scan marine life and the geology of the When in Radio City, New York, be cording and reproducing methods. 

. eee. : 5 ‘ © Design of receiving, er, cathod 
ocean floor . . . Undersea wrecks will sure to see the radio and electronic wu A pioouie 

be observed from the decks of ships wonders at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 Write today to National Recruiting Divi- 
without endangering divers. West 49th Street, Free admission. sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey. 

‘ ae . : . Also many opportunities for Mechanical 
With the new television camera, Radio Corporation of America, RCA and Chemical Engineers and Physicists, 

long-hidden mysteries of the ocean Building, Radio City, New York 20. — 

@ RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
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Alumni Notes 

(continued from page 20) 
, Delmar D. Dettner (ChE’33) is 

a Chemical Engineer with the Uni- 
‘ os versal Oil Products Co. of Chicago. 

A ' i“ Daryal Arnold Myse (ChE’33, 

o LLB’37) has combined his slide 

. rule and legal talents and opened 

. lawyer and engineering offices in 

- FF Washington, D. C. 

| eS Ralph N. Schaper (ChE’35), for- 

4 oe ey merly plant superintendent of West- 

j oe > lake Castings, Inc., Los Angeles, 

CC rrlr OO) h d a positi lant - pO», a - os .~ as accepted a p sit on as pla 
L <N oN < : superintendent of the Marion Mal- 

f NS : leable Iron Works, Marion, Ind. 

: Ss oo John F. Wright (ChE’36) is a 
aS g tte > - . - Chemical Engineer and executive 

. SN oT assistant for the Standard Oil Com- 
Se — pany at Baton Rouge, La. 

Fs ME 

Karl E. Sager (ME’38) has been 

appointed head of the Patent De- 

pattment of the Kimberly - Clark 

Corporation, and manager of the 

| s r | Paper Patents Company. 

Nine-cent miracle "Joseph G. Green (ME'33) secant 
ly joined the staff of Fairbanks 

yor ARE looking at a 9-cent piece That's great news for industrialists, Morse & Co. of Chicago as Research 
of the hardest metal made by man. too. Engineer. 

It is Carboloy Cemented Carbide. It means that all the extra benefits Eugene S. Skinner (ME’35) is 
And this particular piece : 7 i of of Carboloy tops: dies and aeeomean, now Purchasing engineer for the 

ala andar anks ant parts can be had at costs ar- : : : 
s picdeall tae len than $1.00 ... when ea ordinary materials. And, anid. Beloit Iron Works, Beloit, Wis. 

used as the cutting edge of a metal- ered by authorities to be “one of the Harlo W. Scott (ME’42) is a 

working tool, performs miracles in ten most significant industrial develop- Safety Engineer for the Sinclair 
helping to speed up production, ments of the past decade,” Carboloy is Refining Company, in East Chicago, 
increase quality and cut costs of rapidly becoming ihe srandard where Tadisaa, 
machined parts. ever a versatile, hard metal is required. 

Carboley costs steadily down An odds-on chance Raymond L. Zobel (ME’46) is 

While this is only one of hundreds of | The odds are 10 to 1 that Carboloy— with the Bucyrus-Erie Company of 
Carboloy forms that range in use from the amazing metal of many uses—can South Milwaukee, Wis. 

tools and dies to masonry drills and be put to work by our engineers to Richard V. Rhode (ME’25), with 

wear-resistant parts, it dramatizes the give your products higher quality at his wife and four children, is living 
long downward trend in the price of lower cost. Why not call us in for in Hampton, Va. He is doing aero- 

this miraculous metal. consultation? « . nautical research; is Chief of the 
For today, its low cost and remark- se ete ee pias Mie Aircraft Loads Research Division of 

able hardness are taking Carboloy Anta) industrial groups, technical societies the National Advisory Committee 
many broad new fields. Housewives, and vocational schools. Write to for Ai : 
hobbyists, home-owners and craftsmen reserve your date for this dramatic or “Aeronautics. i 
are all experiencing the qualities of 24-minute, 16 mm. film. Robert Gray Griswold (ME’04) | 

Carboloy at low cost. Carboloy Company, Inc., Detroit 32, Mich. began as a Cadet Engineer doing | 
research on gas plant operations 

and distribution for the Denver Gas 

& Electric Company, and is now 

president and director of Gas Ad- 

(REG. v.S. PAT. OFF.) CEMENTED CARBIDE © 1947 carBovoy co. visers, Inc. 
(continued on page 36) 

THE HARDEST METAL MADE BY MAN 
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Sj: it made of gold, silver or manded by our exacting fair sex. case they pass rocks as big as 

“brass”, a compact has to pass Yet, because this is America, melons. In another they reject dust 

a lot of “screen tests” on its way compacts. which are beyond the as fine as pollen. 

from the earth to its user. means of women living in countries Made of steel rods as thick as 
Ore is screened a score of times that decry our free enterprise sys- your thumb, or woven of stainless 

before it becomes metal. Silica goes tem, are sold in dime stores, avail- as fine as hair, Roebling screens 

through a battery of screens to be- able to millions. serve industry in a hundred ways— 

come a mirror. And talcum is Roebling products play a leading on a thousand jobs. 

forced through a long series of fine- part in this mass production. 
si i ‘ : JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS COMPANY 

mesh screens before it acquires that Roebling wire screens meet all ma- TRENTON 2, NEW JERSEY 
caressing smoothness that is de- terials under all conditions. In one Branches and Warehouses in Principal Cities 

E gee ei *' a 
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ME iia, | cox 0120 1 C000 Cm Sh PRACTICALLY ACY Cole & y Br pe rect ROUNDNESS dc raed | 
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Tee C ) performance on grinding j Ft 7 | 
oe = ieee drum shafts—one of the | s¢@ ce Co 

a ia most vital parts of a pre- fF CC as - | a i cision bombsight — pro- | 44 fifi _ duced in lots of 2000. iA hs (fi Bl 4 y > || 

SUCH ACCURACY — CONSISTENTLY REPEATED — OAL” =D A | 
SPEEDS SMALL PARTS gum at ERO | 
PRECISION GRINDING (commune? = | | FOR WIRES any CABLES 

rerun, CRO mmmovem) | AND CABLE - - i ol ee erchinee Saad a) 
seers wm FOR RACEWAYS 
or 3x18". Work re 

speeds and table . 
speeds are designed . Q 

Jor Glameters ube THE WORLD’S LARGEST PRODUCER OF 
about 1”, 

: ELECTRICAL ROUGHING-IN MATERIALS 

. es — 
hi fa. C | F | 3] i mera oe SU rata 

BROWN & SHARPE ilo ara il Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

Campus Lighting 
| (continued from page 8) 

illumination, 27.9 ft.-c. (3) Tubes removed, cleaned with Owing to the fact that the reflectors do not collect much 

damp cloth, reflectors cleaned and tubes replaced, no dust on their under surfaces, which do the actual reflec- 
louvers; average illumination, 31.0 ft.-c. (4) New 40 W. tion, the only place where dust can collect on these 

white tubes were installed, no louvers; average illumina- fluorescent fixtures is on the tops of the tubes and the 
tion, 49.5 ft.-c. louvers. Thus the maintenance factor is quite a lot higher 

The effects of the various factors under consideration in general than that of the usual semi-direct or indirect 
were computed as follows: incandescent fixtures, where dust collects readily on the 

Per cent decrease due to adding louvers = 27.9-24.0 upper surface of the reflector or globe, just where it does 

bi 27.9 the most harm. es PAU ‘ ‘ 
X 100 == 14'%. (This percentage may be a bit high due Aging and blackening of the tubes accounts for a great 
to the fact that there were three readings made to one side part of the decrease in efficiency of a fluorescent system, 

of the luminaries where the direct rays from the tubes just as it does in an incandescent system. The effect de- 

were cut off by the louvers to every two readings made pends, of course, upon whether tubes or bulbs are re- 

directly underneath the fixtures where the louvers have placed before excessive blackening takes place, or are 

little effect.) sto allowed to remain in place until they fail. 

Per cent decrease due to aging of tubes = SS It may be of interest to compare the fluorescent lighting 

X 100 = 37.447. (Most of the tube ends were consid- system installed in the lower campus reading room with 

erably blackened. The University Chief Electrician stated a" incandescent semi-indirect system yielding an equiva- | 
that the tubes were ready for replacement.) lent reading table illumination. Choosing a semi-direct 

Per cent decrease due to an estimated four month /ixture of the type alluded to above (bottom of globe opal, 
tats f ' 4 _ 31.0-27.9 top transparent) the manufacturer’s table states that for 

accumulation of dust on tubes and reflectors = 31.0 35 ft-c. with 14 foot ceiling height, 500 W. units should 

X 100 = 10%. (continued on page 38) 
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Some day you are going to want to know something that We are talking about the cumulative corporate brain 

you won’t have learned in college. And won’t find in books. of ALCOA ... Aluminum Company of America. When 

You are going to consider using aluminum for some it goes to work on your problem, the particular kind of 

purpose where the engineering isn’t all spelled out for knowledge needed is sure to be found in one or more of 

you. You’ll want facts about aluminum that you can this brain’s many parts .. . in the minds of the scien- 

apply to your problem; and guidance in using them. tists, engineers, plant men and salesmen who make up 

When that happens, remember to call on the brains this corporate brain of ours. 

that have stored up more knowledge of aluminum than Their metallurgical experience, their counsel on 

you can find anywhere else. For 59 years this brain has design, their intimate knowledge of aluminum fabrica- 

been gathering facts and experience in making aluminum tion and finishes . . . all yours for the asking. ALUMINUM 

useful in thousands of ways. Company or America, Gulf Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa. 

MORE people want MORE aluminum for MORE uses than ever 

P) 52> KE [BD ALCOA 

Uae WFAA orirst in ALUMINUM re un CS 
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SOA yp EEE AS ASSN Highlights oe ie : & Lek < aN Se ~< ya = 

Ys \ our wes ca (continued from page 18) 
\ ee MS oe Se AIChE 

‘ Fr OD‘ SY SAS a The first meeting of the year was 
oo . ~~ oO" re oe es oa SS SoS =) held Thursday, November 13th, in 

vA a ke Leas oy SS the Chemical Engineering Building. 
EV ACES AS SS a é SO ee A short talk and slides on “Gold 

Se Ce SMS : ro Mme Mining in Alaska” was given by Mr. eS eee AY ace wc & & 
XN ANAS eet Aad a J. Hennig. Refreshments were 

y dhe SERIES sexved. 

. ee “a ae 

Eta Kappa Nu 
PROBLEM-— You're designing a radio broadcast transmitter. The circuit 

includes condensers and other variable elements which must be ad- Eta Kappa Nu, national honorary 

justed by the operator. You want to place these elements for optimum Electrical Engineering Fraternity, 

circuit efficiency and where they will be easy to assemble, wire, and held a social meeting in the Beef- 

service. At the same time, you want to centralize the control knobs at a eaters’ Room of the Union on Wed- 

point convenient to the operator. How would you do it? nesday evening, November 19th. 
Pictures were taken for the Badger. 

THE SIMPLE ANSWER 
e e e 

Use $.S.White remote control type - 

flexible shafts to couple the variable Tae | Pi Tau Sigma 

| elements to their control wee id i oe i || Pi Tau Sigma, honorary Mechani- 

leaves you free to place both the | aon | || cal Engineering Fraternity, at its 
elements and the knobs anywhere you il em | i . L inf. L initiati 

want them. And you get control that is if rie Ly] eae | semiannual’ informa’ initiation on 
. ee . I he ee he [ Nov. 13th, elected the following 

as smooth and sensitive as a direct ih Real any | : ee 
5 . le Uae) © fia a members to the organization: 

connection because S.$.White remote | fake ge ee | ld H illi 
| flexible shaft heinaerad ey i ey | Donald H. Bennett, William O. 

santrol Aextole ste s are eng . ee ee Beare | Clark, George R. Creedle, Robert 
expressly for this kind of service. | Py re | E. Doyle, Richard H. France, David 

a x ke | he : €' A i | Goodman Harrison, John W. Mann, 
This is just one of hundreds of remote Nea eee || 

: i ae || Lester M. Maresh, George H. Mon- 
control and power drive problems to Ir ak Comite lt . 

: . : PEt ee: | Oe he temayor, Allen B. Pagel, Russell H. which S.S.White flexible shafts pro- | Ree aL L i - 
Vide a simpl That's wh | ee ce oe | Pipkorn, Ernest R. Reichmann, Al- 

ple answer. That's why every ee a i OE : 
‘ _ ‘ ple fe eres | vin C. Roecher, Stephen P. Sanders, 

engineer should be familiar with the | B a | Th VS R T. 

range and scope of these ‘Metal s ——< veo a | wi romas y+ weverson, Seno je Tess 
M " . . ——— = PS tolin, Morris H. Thorson, Hugh R. uscles’’ for mechanical bodies. ihe Te SS ai . : 

i 7 SS Ha Wahlin, Carl Zickert, and Law- 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 4501 |] sig Ss 1 rence A. Zuchowski. 
' one et a 

<8 It gives essential facts BR Oc —— a eee 

rats . 24 and engineering data [ - . ao S a | A 

eG f, cbout flexible shafts i i | ye Triangle Fraternity 

v e. a \ and their application. ‘ - a Triangle Fraternity initiated the 
‘<n A a Weert for the i, following men on Sunday, Novem- 

: ee asking. Write today. : . = gay agent = Nevers New wee BIE ber 16th: Hans L. Preu, ME 2; 
a ° radio manufacturer did it, Walter Griskavich, M&ME 2; Du- 

. SS. WHITE ane E. Glaubitz, EE3; Clarence E. 

Fordham, EE 3; and Donald A. 
oVo . 

THE S.S. WHITE DENTAL MFG. CO. INDUSTRIAL DIVISION Dowling, EE 3. Henry Preu was DEPT. C, 10 EAST 40th ST., NEW YORK 16, 0. Voom toastmaster at the banquet held at | FLEXIBLE SHAFTS + FLEXIBLE SHAFT TOOLS + AlECRAFT ACeEStoNNES . : Sas EUTING AND GRINDING TOOKS + sraciat conta nonntS 1:00 P.M. in the Colonial Room of mesisto8s + CONTRACT PLASTICS MOLDING 
. the Loraine Hotel. 

One of Americas AAAA Tnductrial Enterprises 
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Year after year, the Square D Company em- : s a : , oo ® re 

phasizes to industrial executives, the impor- ta _ * ae 4 Qe | 7 

tance of their electrical men. . ee 2 — / 

Advertisements such as this one appear 3 oe ee “ e . 

regularly in leading business magazines. We believe -) _.: a , a 

they perform a three-way job. They give top manage- _ _) Se i 

ment a worthwhile idea. They enhance the standing of _— 7. oa Ca : 

today’s and tomorrow’s electrical men. They build _ _ _ 

acceptance for Square D Field Engineers, practi- » nmnallilies. — 

cally all of whom come to us from leading .. , <> “a ee 

engineering schools such as yours, — % . 

- ‘ ss 

Don’t turn around, ; 
e e 
Jim---ewe want to talk behind 

your back---and to your Boss, too 

WE want To TELL HIM how valuable his We want to suggest that he check these 

head electrical man can be in any huddles _ possibilities with you. And we’d like to re- 
that have to do with cost reduction. mind you that your nearest SquarE D 

We want to point out the sharp increase Field Engineer will be glad to work with 
in power required for automatic machinery you in analyzing any electrical problem and 

during recent years. Most electrical sys- selecting corrective power distribution and 
tems have been operating under abnormal electric motor control equipment. Field 
stress—are overloaded, unreliable, poorly Engineering Counsel is available through 
located or inflexible in the light of present SQquarE D offices in 50 principal U. S., 

machine locations. Excessive ‘down time’? Canadian and Mexican cities. There is no 
and high production costs are certainties. obligation. 

4 

SQUARE J) COMPANY 
Dp DETROIT p aE 23 f ore W140 33 

ee SQUARE D CANADA, LTD., TORONTO, ONTARIO «© SQUARE D de MEXICO, S.A., MEXICO CITY, D.F. 
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Science Highlights 
by E. Robinson m’49 

E. Zimmerman e’49 

SYNCHRONOUS the torque, line current, and field WEATHER 

MOTOR CALCULATOR current of the proposed motor can TINKERING 

Westinghouse Electric Co. has be read on _ aes eters S The old saying that everyone 

come out with a synchronous motor cach instant sed starting: te: ku talks about the weather, but that no 

calculating board which does on a HIGEETEMPERATURE one does anything about it, is no 

limited scale for the synchronous HIGH-STRENGTH METAL longer true. Scientists who have been 

motor what the transient network ANNOUNCED studying weather have devised sev- 

analyzer does for the whole power Kennametal, Inc., has announced eral means of “doing something 

ayatem. ‘While: motor: running ‘cone development sf a ses metal that re- about ir 
ditions are well standardized, motor a. iy aad . Under certain atmospheric condi- 

starting conditions vary consider- iis us SHEED SED aR ee ch tions, the droplets of water in a 
ably. Calculating a dozen variations er s Wis emosen “ . cloud (fog) remain liquid even 

of starting windings for some spe- re , I : —— ads tec Sale Set though the temperature is below 

cial condition to make sure that the re a ad, tec, © ed freezing. Such a condition is called 

best possible arrangement has been . eed _ Be eevee allows supercooling. It has been shown 

achieved would be expensive and carbices and the best cast alloys, experimentally that ice nuclei form 
time consuming. With the aid of PESStS, thermal shocks better than spontaneously only at as low a tem- 
this calculator, all that is necessary COFAMICS, andl. has ia specific: gravity perature as minus 31 degrees Fahr- 

is to determine several sets of wind- about ones tne of eee enheit (31 below zero) or lower. carbide and about two-thirds that of . 
ing constants for the motor, insert wedi, "The actual yield. coinie of Therefore if a small segment of such 

: . . a supercooled cloud can be cooled 
each into the calculating board, and the metal were not given. bel —31 d E. i lei 

elow egrees F., ice nuclei 
e e will form and “seed” the rest of the 

pa rtners In creating cloud. The result is snow. One 

method of lowering the temperature 
Engineering leaders for the last 80 years have made is to drop dry ice into such a cloud. 
K & E instruments, drafting equipment and materials Another method involves the fun- 

their partners in creating the great technical achieve: Aamvental principle that sudden ex 

ments of America. So nearly universal is the reliance on ° nerpre 
K & E products, it is self-evident that every major engi- pansion of air will cause a SEVERE 

LY —— neering project has been completed with the help of K&E. drop in the temperature of the air 

Ka = expanded. This can be accomplished 

Draping, Reproduction, : by bursting a tiny balloon smaller 
Spee select y than a pea. The sudden expansion 

Pea em , : takes about one-thousandth of a 

y) ba y| second and lowers the temperature 

a CO \ Fo sufficiently to produce about 1,000,- 

Ng , 000,000 ice nuclei “seeds.” The 

rN i same effect may be produced by 
& . yo eg ? opening a bottle of pop, shooting a 

Lae 4 - popgun, or by any device that al- 
Pa . lows sudden expansion of air into 

yg - _ the supercooled cloud. 
: ye _ A third method of causing snow 
J . ae 4 — (rain) is to “seed” the cloud with 

7 fy 8 foreign-nuclei, which, though of 
: ,. _ different chemical composition than 
— » snow, resemble snow in crystalline 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. structure. The supercooled water is 
Hew Work * HOBOKEN, No. “fooled” into forming snow crystals 

Chicago * St. Louis * Detroit * about the foreign particle nuclei 
San Francisco * Los Angeles * Montreal and falls as snow. 
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O* January 26, 1946, newspapers Science and industry have learned to as the betatron. But in every instance 
carried front page stories about the expect Corning to come through with glass is used because it does the job best. 

new and amazing 100 million volt the answer to any glass problem. For And you'll find after graduation.that a 
“betatron”. The heart of this instrument instance, Corning produced the world’s knowledge of glass may help you do a 
that enables scientists to peer more largest piece of cast glass... the 200” better job. So why not keep Corning in 
deeply into steel castings to discover telescope mirror for famed Mt. Palomar. mind. We'll be ready to help you all we 

flaws, is a giant hollow glass “doughnut.” And when all other materials failed to do can. Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y. 
With the betatron, men in the field of the job of handling hot corrosive acids, 
nuclear research have already made start- Corning made glass pipe and glass pumps 
ling discoveries in the investigation of that work without a hitch or replace- 
atomic energy. ment for years. Thermometer tubing 
The making of this giant glass tube called .+. miles and miles of it... with a bore 
for glass research knowledge and glass- only 1/8 the diameter of a human hair is 
making skill of the highest degree. And just an everyday job at Corning. 
Corning was ready with the right com- With more than 50,000 different glass 
bination of both. Each of those “dough- formulae to draw on,Corning scien- means 
nut” sections you see in the picture had tists and glass workers have adapted / 
to be built to the most exacting dimen- glass to thousands of different jobs A h < Gl 
sional tolerances. ...some simple, some as complicated e se arc in a ss 

MAKERS OF PYREX OVENWARE AND FLAMEWARE AND 37,000 OTHER GLASS PRODUCTS 
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. at a . y ~ i i, Alumni 
ts te Tg miles = , 

ere | tay Notes 
fae ge (Moo? cet | | aa ae . ASAE MSs ae a . (continued on page 28) 

oe ws: + . a el sey hy S From 1906, the year following his 
Te (ere Stor. ee EIS, Ch age ; : : 

ye vs Bae tel peg ee ject, sh Beef a ak Cadetship, to 1913, Mr. Griswold 

vdies sein Bs Gelato ieee ee Reh Sab served as gas engineer designing 

Sages a Soe oh Oy a darn Ces ° concrete gas purifiers, gas distribu- 

wa > a ork? gts tion systems, and a district steam 
Le “ a lo - eae heating distribution system as well 

# en Aa a poe -. . " as constructin, the rates for central 

* (© ay 8 bs ad wa A station district heating. During this 

y: a’ 7 : p 4 fe &) same period he also took charge of 
\e 3s : » 3 : Le A ats! 4 the Training School for Cadet En- 

Woe y | a i a. «( 
ew a AS. _. gee, ae 
. _ . eB _ 

| _— hes bite | 
1, = 7 Bg BE — 

_ Co i — / PGs oh “p> wee a 
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NORTON EMPLOYEES ;\# 

at Annu al Party Robert G. Griswold 

—Photograph courtesy 
Cities Service 

0” December 6 over 1300 Norton men and women 

were company guests in Worcester’s Municipal gineers. In 1913 he became engi- 

Auditorium for the 26th annual presentation of Service neer attached to the New York 
Awards: office, and in 1915, chief technolo- 

gist, in charge of special engineer- 
212 — 10 years service ing problems concerning oil and 

47 — 15 years service gas transportation, rates and special 
59 — 25 years service meters for gas service. He assumed 

29 — 35 years service his present position in 1938. He is, 

in addition, director of the Doni- 

phan County Light and Power 

Approximately 10% of all Norton employees Company. 
have been with the company 25 years or more. 

Frederic D. Utter (EE’37) is a 

Motor Sales Engineer specializing 

These figures attest to the truth of the phrase so often in shaded-pole motor application 
heard in Worcester, “Norton's is a good place to work” engineering with the Barber-Colman 

Company of Rockford, Ill. Other 

8 Wisconsin men with the company 

yo NORTON K are: Clark Bullen (EE’32), Herb 
Kieckhefer (EE’33), Oscar Welker 

OO eee ee ee ee ee (EE’36), Everett Davies (EE’39), 
REFRACTORIES — POROUS MEDIUMS — NON-SLIP FLOORS — NORBIDE PRODUCTS dR Sch EP? 
LABELING MACHINES  (BEHR-MANNING DIVISION: COATED ABRASIVES AND SHARPENING STONES) and Roger Schuette (EE’39). | 
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’ Se MARCH OF SC/JEMEZ” 
Loe € a ARCH OF | SCIENS. wm 

ee WW \ H EATING A PIECE OF METAL 
. Vi i BY OPEN FLAME, BLOW-TORCH S 

—— Cl |, «OR FURNACE IS RELATIVELY SLOW— MN " Co | = APT TO LEAVE SCALE... T'S HARD TO 
7 | [7 y HEAT ONE SPECIFIC AREA WITHOUT HEATING THE WHOLE PIECE, 

PPP yy, ok | FRoouerio MEN REALIZED HEAT-TREATING OPERATIONS 
TA | SUCH AS FORGING, PRECISION BRAZING AND SURFACE ‘ eV | HARDENING COULD BE STEPPED WAY UP IF A FASTER 

| = | | METHOD OF HEATING COULD BE FOUND... ONE WHICH 
q HEA _ f= WOULD CONCENTRATE THE HEAT AT PRE-SELECTED AREAS! 

4 ; y if e " EAT BY INDUCTION seemep 
WIT Atel | A f| LIKE THE ANSWER. SCIENCE HAD ALREADY 

al | DISCOVERED THAT METALS HEAT RAPIDLY 
ace | WHEN INTRODUCED INTO A HIGH FREQUENCY, 

fol g Ta ‘ . | HIGH DENSITY MAGNETIC FIELD! 
| fh 

| 

wa WEW ELECTRONIC HEATER vesicneo ey 
Sa. ~~ _—ALLIS-CHALMERS  SCIENTISTS— 

OID. = 
» (6% = Amazine proouerion TOOL RECTIFIES ORDINARY 60- 

ae ‘CG “— CYCLE CURRENT THEN STEPS IT UP TO 450,000 CYCLES. 
/ Y ‘C AMAGNETIC FIELD OF HIGH DENSITY IS SET UP IN WORK 

/ LY COIL AND WHEN METAL IS INTRODUCED INTO THIS FIELD, UMA 4 | | YY/ PASSAGE OF CURRENT CAUSES POWER LOSSES WHICH PRO- 
SUWMPLE AS DUCE HEAT WITHIN THE METAL WITH INCREDIBLE SWIFTNESS. 

[A MC8 METAL IN WORK COL... Bic BENEFITS: COMPLETE, SELECTIVE CONTROL 
ul OF HEAT PENETRATION... EXACT UNIFORMITY... i 

PUSH BUTTON Z GREATLY INCREASED PRODUCTION! 
G METAL IS HOT IN SPLIT SECONDS — 

ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING CO, (a mm MILWAUKEE 1,wis. 

=m = 
i ELECTRONIC HEATER 18 ONE MORE EXAMPLE OF HOW | +P) 

ALLIS-CHALMERS RESEARCH AND EXPERIENCE GO TO WORK “ugg 
FINDING BETTER, FASTER, MORE EFFICIENT WAYS OF HANDLING a \i 
PRODUCTION PROBLEMS ~ANOTHER GOOD REASON WHY A-C EQUIP- | } 
MENT (S IN DEMAND IN EVERY MAJOR INDUSTRY... Ss 

ONE OF THE &IG 3 1N ELECTRIC POWER EQUIPMENT 

BIGGEST OF ALL IN RANGE OF INOUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 
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eS r—“—“_O—C—=“ 

.».A NAME TO REMEMBER |) cee, 

s .* And for good reasons: Thermoid is Po VOC eee [| Ta —_— 
wa A ~~ rl ”—”—C 
GA! geared to meet the day today prob- || i “sg ns eo _. — 

A a) St lems of the users of its products. By _ oe Oe ae eth @ 7 a 

O°. GER limiting itself to a restricted number || 7 4 = are ”% of,  — | Me : é oe fe. WA a mh , Cr 

: of items, related in manufacture and - - , 7 iM ZINE Pc — . ca 
i b. ae _ Ne aie a” | 
Hay use, Thermoid is able to keep abreast | 4 , Lae My CO ‘ a. ] 

(ee i i i Cr i a lUU™t™té‘—S cS of difficulties encountered in ne field i _ xe an ~~ 

and thus constantly maintain top | == ##= #j—=-"haarm ‘sel ra > _ 

Ca quality. rr e eee al Ss rl 

Sor The Thermoid line is a quality line. _. if . ao ig a re) ve : 

YS A Remember Thermoid for BRAKE @ caer “wr 

@ LININGS, FAN BELTS, CLUTCH | This new, attractive bottle [> tnsemmnnE ri) 

ss FACINGS and RADIATOR HOSE. | hase combined with the rT Ee aN 

S . ee Remember, too, that Thermoid makes famous Higgins color card. 4 4 : “@ 

“ a a complete line of belting, brake lin- A natural for use right on eS aa rd | 

: i ings and hose for industrial | your drawing board. Ask [igi eee 

: oy and oil field use. for it at your Higgins Ink (Ooo 

Pent dealer’s. fl 

~ THE INTERNATIONAL STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE SINCE 1880 an 

Therm 01d If dealer does not carry them, write directs i 

Products michinG INK fa. INC —— 
Write us if catalogs on any of emt | MAGGINO Livh GU, 1a G. Gite 

these lines would be useful to PA wmemmwmmym 7/7) NINTH STREET, BAUGH SSC 
you in your engineering studies. a | be 
a 

C Lighting 
(continued from page 30) 

be hung 10 feet, six inches from floor and recommends Total initial cost (fluorescent) : 

one unit for each 70 square feet of floor area. The build- 77 X 3 X 27 = $6,800 

ing is 40’X240' so the number of fixtures should be Energy consumed: 

40H 240 = 137. Five luminaries across and 28 length- Incandescent: 500 X 140 = 70 KW. 

wise per row make a total of 5 X 28 :-= 140 fixtures. Fees = 7.3 W/ft? 

Unit cost (based on list price): Fluorescent: 6 X 40 plus 2 X 23 = 286 W/unit 

hanger nnn 5.00 (tubes) (ballast) 

Bl Ob e ennenennenrnnnenrres 19.80 Total = 3 X 27 X 286 == 23.2 KW. 
bulb _. wos M00 23.200 fe? 

labor to hang luminaire —_.. 1.70 40 X 240 2.4 W/fe. 

— Thus it can be seen that while a fluorescent system, in 

$27.50 this case, costs about twice as much as an equivalent incan- 

Total initial cost (incandescent) : descent system initially, the load, load density, and hence 

140 X 27.50 = $3,850 the energy cost are only about one-third as great for 

Unit cost, fluorescent installation (list price for type fluorescent as for incandescent. After a certain period of 

installed) : operation, depending upon prevailing power rates, the 

reflector, starter, ballast -.. $70.00 overall cost (initial, total energy) would be less for the 

4 cable clamps and misc. _.. 2.00 fluorescent system than for the incandescent due to the 

6 tubes (40 W.) 22 6.00 much greater efficiency of fluorescent lighting. 

Nabor 5.00 A room dotted with lamp globes is not nearly so pleas- Pg y: P 

—_—— ing in appearance as one such as is shown in the illustra- 

$83.00 tion, with its “streamlined, modern-design” appearance. 
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LC _ . : oe SS ducibility and storage stability. A sig- 
el ee > / nificant Du Pont contribution to the 

Sse _ ke is _ production of vat dyes in optimum 
L Wy > FL ae - physical form is called ‘turbulent flow 

i TING PO Y 7 __ As ve SS drowning.” In this procedure, the color 

i (2 oe ee — is dissolved in strong H,SO, and then 
os : -— es diluted by a large volume of water in a 
LC For a adc ed ae, ee tcf constricted tube. High turbulence is 

rt————“‘“‘“‘“‘i‘i“‘i‘i‘i‘i‘(‘i‘i‘i‘i‘i‘i‘i‘i‘i‘( : maintained during dilution and pro- 
duces uniform dye particles. 

f d ‘ In this development the work of 

m physical chemists and physicists, aided 

Develop ent oO yes requires by electron microscopy, ultra-centri- 

e ° ° fuging, infrared and ultra-violet spec- 

both physical and organic Chemistry trometry and otner modern techniques, 
was of major importance. 

The synthesis of a new dye in the labo- field, particularly by developing the Ca ey ETS Ts a er 

ratory or even the development of a _intercondensation of 2 moles of 1,3-di- 4, Be eee be ae 8 

manufacturing process from that syn- bromo-2-aminoanthraquinone and re- ee sf ; Naas a : ee 7 

thesis may still be a long way from the placing the bromine by chlorination to es : eet nat iN 4 ca ie DI 

realization of the full potentialities of give 3:3’-dichloroindanthrone (‘‘Pon- ee iv ie re S SB eee : 

the new compound as a coloring mate- _ sol” Blue). SL ou , atc 
rial. This is illustrated by the commer- ] i aE i | 3 nl a a se ie 

cial history of the exceedingly fast a. acnckh poe ao Le oy . A 

bright blue dye indanthrone and its COO” Sire oN aCe, ¥Sedichlore. = 1 i A ee) a 

halogen derivatives. aan! " iseenenene : 00a 

Indanthrone was the first known an- Egieege trea 3:3's4ibromoindanthrone i ‘ { 

thraquinone vat dye and has led ton- 
a , . 3 Bh x One of the three wings of the Jackson Labora- 

nage sales of vat dyes in the U.S. since This fixes the chlorine in the desired tory, where a large portion of the basic research 
ite introduction, despite the commer- positions to give a product with greater on dyes is carried on. The new $1,000,000 ad- 

cial use of well over 200 types. In.1901, bleach-fastness than indanthrone and dition on the right is nearing completion. 

Bohn first synthesized indanthrone by minimizes extraneous substitution that 
KOH fusion of 2-aminoanthraquinone, always accompanies direct chlorination The conversion of laboratory findings 

but the yields obtained were in the of indanthrone. The commercial yields to a plant operation often presents 
range of only 25-30 per cent. Because of 3:3’-dichloroindanthrone now being unique and difficult problems that re- 

of the industrial importance of indan- obtained by Du Pont are markedly quire unusual ingenuity on the part of 

throne, and the low commercial yields greater than those obtained by Bohn chemists, chemical, mechanical and 

obtained by the original fusion pro- and his workers. electrical engineers. The work on the 

cedure, a great deal of research time is just as imi indanthrones was no exception. The It is just as important, however, that : 
has been spent in its study. a water-soluble dye be made in a phys- outstanding commercial success of 

Several U.S. patents record the fact ical form that gives optimum shade and “Poneol” vat colors, typified by ‘“‘Pon- 

that Du Pont organic chemists have working qualities, such as perfect dis- sol . Blue is one example of the results 
made outstanding contributions in this persion, freedom from specks, rapid re- achieved through cooperation of Du 

Pont scientists. 

. = Po FF Questions College Men ask 
74 iF about working with Du Pont 

go ee : -. a0 | WILL I GET LOST 
“to yo Fr ld IN A BIG COMPANY? 

- | . eo ? cae 4 ie, The organization of Du Pont is unique in 
 -_- oe) ea 2 3 oe Pa that each of its ten manufacturing depart- 

. —C—rlc rll UE rit eae ments and two technical staff departments 
— ””ClC eC ] Be is responsible for its own operation. Further- 
a #26 ae —— | 1 more, new chemists and engineers work in 

le i ee... . Lae mn small groups under experienced supervisors. 
a. es oS _ sella loco MgB: Du Pont’s group system assures men of in- 

rh . ic Fe eee teresting and friendly working conditions — 28 — eT? g 
2 — : Se : ge y oe A A J ESS plus the broad avenues of promotion that go 

a | ao . nN NY EY with size. Write for the new booklet, ‘The 
ee nm . oy Te Fi. Du Pont Company and the College Gradu- 

SS Pe ey ‘ & S ot /* 3 4 ee — | I ak ate,” 2521 Nemours Building, Wilmington 

Be RY Sg fo 4 oo 4 | hes 98, Delaware 

ee ee ae bee q ft F% . eo of i CU 

— : : Pia l boaate . 

Pe . .  «¢ a LC REG. U, S. PAT. OFF. 

W. R. Remington, Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1944, and S. N. Boyd, Ph.D., University of Illinois, BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

1945, working on a dye research problem. = ++. THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
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B) : 2 - (continued from page 12) 

MMM The Cambridge Recording Gas Analyzer continu a 4 | 
toma ay 4 ously analyzes and records as many as six P a | 

“] constituents, simultaneously. It makes possible ae oe 
substantial savings in the operation of kilns, pro- ue ane 

2 duction of inert gases, and in metallurgical, 4 
4 1 Petroleum, and other chemical processes. Single . 
Latnipenneeeend I point and multipoint instruments are available for ~~ | f 

fl =o wide variety of applications. : bs o % ‘ae _ aa eAl Gs : : ST een il bea Send for Literature : a7 ee 7 

or penerelay Cambridge also makes pH Meters and pH = = Pe Lao esos ‘ 
SMEs, ——-Recorders both single and multipoint sampling; “ * a 
| a ae Voltamographs for polarographic analysis and Sn pls <-$ \ y 
5 ms many other mechanical and electrical instruments nun rs oO 
Rrumeetee) = of precision. Send us details of your instrument a Shep 3 
Gee = problem for our recommendation. ; @ A 7 

en) i .. 4 iF wee VE : 
y 4 AN rm ate =6CCAMBRIDGE oe: 

: f INSTRUMENT COMPANY, INC. FE i 
3756 Grand Central Terminal, New York I7, N. Y. <q 

Pioneer Manufacturers of 

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS Using high-speed motion picture camera 
ee ee ee ee eT to study simple relay operation. 

—Photograph courtesy Bell Telephone Laboratories 

“ Gkonite \eaderoti e their supervisors told them could not be done. In fact, 

am mee AE ound AN OKONITE some supervisors have been suspected of egging men on 

engi tery “TWIST” ON by expressing doubts regarding the feasibility of some 
re . i ly un- Ps y oy CABLE TESTING scheme. It must be emphasized however, that only un 

; fs qualified success will justify much unilateral action. 

. j _ ‘. Orkonite research includes The student should not think, however, that there is 

aa subjecting sho lengths of anything tedious or uninteresting about research work. 

a. Ree) ij electrical spades torsion Tt is doubtful whether any kind of engineering work can 
ye ial \ ee a tests (pictured above), twist- 
— " aT HAMEEE ing them through a spiral arc Offer as much freedom—freedom from undue pressure to 

@ A age «of 180° under a heavy load. meet deadlines, and freedom to follow one’s inclinations. 

; in ae Bending tests, impact tests, Furthermore, the opportunities in research are unusually 
; iv bys tests of wear-resistance by at ll 1 increasing! fhe 

og BE abrasion — these are a few of 800d because all employers are increasingly aware of ¢ 

y ome) Bae the mechanical tests which, value of applied research, and many employers now realize 

“ p Pigeme alongwith electrical,chemical that they cannot afford to neglect fundamental research. 
a | and weather-exposure tests, 

ae : Mewes complete an integrated pro- One more important phase of engineering education 

D By gram of performance ees must be stressed. No one is too comfortable about the 

eo From its results:comes;intor- present state of world affairs. Certain groups of scientific 
fa mation which Okonite engi- : ee 

ei Ly neers translate again and men have been scared right out of their ivory towers by 

a again into wire and cable the realization that by no means all of the factors govern- 

jj R improvements that mark ing human welfare are on a completely rational basis. The 
y major advances in the field. h : hould kk 1 di hi 

The Okonite Company, esearch engineer should at the very least dispossess him- 

Passaic, New Jersey. self of completely false notions in history ‘and economics, 

and cast out prejudice and dogmatism. At best he should 
“ 5171 contribute thought and action to the field of the social 

6 K ON i T. E Sra sciences at something approaching the intellectual level 

rye OP, RN eB Mime Since ta78? of his work in his own field. : ects do wires and cables” | 
_ insulated “wires and cables |
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